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ABSTRACT

�be increaslng demand for c�rtogr.phic data in digital
form has resulted in a Deed for a low cost digitizing system
capable of rapidly di8itizing large binary image areas. tn
the past, cartographic data· has for the 1l0st part bean

dig1.tally represented in vector for•• However, the advent·
of powerful image .display and processing devices, and the

generati�n of large amounts of raster scanned d�ta fr�m
sources such.s Landsat, have made the digitizing, handling
and stcring of data in raster form attractive.

This thesis proposes a digitizing syste. based on a

m�ni-comp�ter controlled flat· bed flying. spot scanner. Map·
sheets can be digitized in binary form at a resolution of

.004", with additioAal faciliey for the detection of lines
as narrow as .002". Scanning a 30" � 30" map sheet takes
approximately 10 min:utes; the raster data is pa.ssed to the

mini-e�*puter (a PDP 11/60) where it can. be further
processed if· required. A. Simple run length coding scheme,
based on the statistical nature of raster represented map
sheets, compacts the data into a form su�table for storage.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Iii The Need �o Digitize Maps

Large amounts of cartographic data exist in the fot'lft of

map sheets. Whilst these map sheets are us.fu1 fot visual

examination, newer and more widespr�ad applications requite

that 'the data be in some· digital form. 1'1)is makes· possible

the transmission of cartographic i�formatlort, calculaeions

of dimensions or otheT required parametets, and overlaying

of additional information such as statistic.al data or

Landsat images. In addition, editing or lIl�dification of

digitize� map sheet information is rapid and avoids

re ...drafting; this is particularly advanta�eous when

upd�ting is frequent or extensive.

1.2 Representing Cartographic Data in Digital form

Most cartographic ibformation is in the form of lines

drawn On map sheets; these lin�s may repres_nt contours,

drainage paths, boundaries, roads or other features. A

natural way to describe such information is to. specify tbe

path. of each line �ither with. a string· of points

co;"ordinated to some ·chosen reference, or .with a chain of.

successive vectors [3]. Line representation can . be

convenient for purposes of map modification, or re-drawing



using an in�relllental plotter'.

It ia, howev�r, becomirtg increaairigly appa�.nt that

wi th recent. adva.nces in· computation·al technology,

representirig. maps in raster form can have disctnct .

advantages tll]. In raster form, a ma� 1s des�ribed by a

matrix who$e element. values correspond to the. nature of the

map at or' around their co-ordinating spatial p�sitions on

the map sheet. Usually the co-ordinate axes are mutually

orthogonal. With the decreasing c6st and increasing �peed

of high density memory chips, and the resulting advent of

powerful image display and processing systems, h.ndling and

processing l�rge arrays' 1s feasible t and can' be' fast. The

complex f i1 e st ruc ture overhead gen.erally chatac terisi ng

vector reptesehted data sets is .

unnecessary for data in

raster farm,.and real ttme processing with the aid of image'

display devices introduces the possibility of performing

vector ... like· operation·s (such as I ine removal or shaping)

di�ectly on raster data. In fact, a wide range of

algorithms has already be.n developed to process d.ta in.

raster. form [10], and tne scope' of raster data processlng is

rapidly eXpartding, due' in �art to the generation of large

volumes of raster data from such soure.s as. Landsat.

It is' thus apparent that in the future, .large scale

geog�aphic information. systems are likely to be rastet,

rather than vector, b a s ed, However, it is' unlikely that
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vector ·d.ata re.presentatiot1 will di.sappear; certainly most

.xisting· digitized cartographic data is in veceor or

and thus a raster based ca�tographic

digitizing system i8 likely to be of· little use if 110

facility e�ists for the changing of data for.at to make it

compatible With existi�g data. In fact, rast�r to vector

(�r scan to line) conv.rsio11 algorithms have recently been

widely developed {5,7�8,13,lS,18], and direct or �odified

implementation of these algorithms is feasible using

present-day mini-computers.

Given that cartographic data in raster for. is

required, there re1ll8in.8 the· problem of d,·igitizlng Iilap

sheets. For such digitizing to be feasib·le on a large

scale, it must be fast. Reference 2 contains a su••*ry of

existing scanning systems, "their capabilities and

limitations. For the most part, these are designed tor grey·

scale reproduction 4t high resolution, and few will sean. an

are.a the size of a map sheet at high speed. However,

cartographic data·is two-level, and scanning output need

only be binary. In addition, . there is little point in

scanning at a resolution higher than that after which no

furth.r useful information is obt�ined; this limit is set

by original drafting accuracies. The scanuing system

proposed· aims to �eet the· requiremeuts specific �o the

digititation of map sheets, achieving hi!h speed while.

maintaitting simplicity �f operation and low cost. It is
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also i�portant that �t could be easily integrated into a

cartogr4phic data processing environmeni.

1.3 Outline of Thesis

The preceding sections of this chapter hav� briefly

described the reasons for developing a raster based

�artographic digiti_lng system�. and have. outlined in gen�ral

terms the requirements of such a system. In chapter 2� the

various methods of digitizing· map sheets are describe4t and

the suitability of eacb for the large scale digitizin. of

map shee-ts is discussed. On the basis of conclusions drawn

in chapter 2 � c·hapter 3 presents the overall design of the

proposed systeUl. Following chapters then treat specific

features of this system.

The mechanical and optical designs of the scan�er

itself are presented' in

detailed investigation into

chapter 4.

the effects

Chapter

of the

5 makes a

optical

system' and eleetrical hardware Signal processing on data

resolution and.integrity. Design criteria are establishe(,

and designs to meet these criteria are p.resented.

In chapter 6� the hardware and software required to

interface the scanner. to a PDP 11/60 mini-computer, alloYing

automatic tontrol of the scanning proeess� are described.

Chapter 7 looks at the problem of handling the large volumes



of raw taster dat� 8�nerat�d by the �canner; the st.tlstics

of this data .re investigated, and a simple run 1.ngth

coding scheme to com�act the data into a form suitable fo�

�torage or further handling is developed.. Vectori.�tion

processes are briefly described, and comp.ction efficieneie�

of vector represented a.nd raster coded data are compared.

critical evaluation of the

performance of tbe digitizing syst•• , presenting the r�sults

of digitizing test patterns and map sheets, and isolating

areas in which improvements could be made_ tinally, in

�hapter 9, the suitability of the proposed syst�m for the

large s4ale digitizing qf map sheets is considered in light

of the r.s�lts presented in cha,eers 7 and 8.
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2. MEtHODS OF DIGITIZATION

2.1 Introduction.

Since most of e he :f,nformation o.n map sheets is in the

form of lines, conve·ntiona1 methods of digitizing have

tended to follow. these lines, recording either the absolute

position of successive pOints ott the line with respect to a

fixed origin p�int, or th� incremental changes in position

betve.n successive points given SOlDe initial absOlute p61nt.

This type of digitization is known as line following,. and

can be done.either manually or semi-automatically.

Anoth .. r possible method is to scan the entire map sbeet

at some fixed resolution in a raster type process,

diffe�entlatin8 between marks on the map. such as 1itt ..s, and

areas of no information. The resulting data can be

recol1structed into a matrix which. visually represents the

map sheet �canned�

In this chapter, both methods of digitiz:ation are

described, and· their relative advantages considered. In

addition, the differences in the. data format resulting from

e�ch process are. demonstrated, and methods of changing

format are briefly investigated.
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2.·2.1 Ha·nual line following.

Manual line following systems range from the

etraigh tfo·rward reading of measurements from mutually

perpendicular s�ales to the more rece�Cly de�elop�d h�gh

resolution micr�proce�sor. controlled dlg1tizing tablets.

For data volumes as large as those from map sheets, som.

element of computer eontrol or operation is virtually

necessary to speed up the digiti�ation process. Most

practical systems are based on one of three principles:

first, the generation and counting of digital pulse', the

number of pU'lses be.il'1g proportion,al. to the incremental

distance 11l0v�d i� mutually perpendicular �ireetioas;

second, the time taken fot:. an acoustic Signal generated at

the point to whose position is .t o be digitized to reach

fixed ref.rence positions (usually ortho�o�al 4xes); and

third, the variations in electric field ciused by a cursor

�eing placed over the point to be digitized, above a grid

type network of wires or charge coupled devices.

The f1rst technique can be achieved simpit by ,mounting

gear tracks and rotary encoders onto a n.ormal drafting

machine; the operator moves the he�d of the m�chine along a

line to be digitized and a count proportiOnal to the

distance moved in. each perpendicular �irection is generated
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by the rota�, enc�der. Spacing between successive points.

can be ti�e based, or more commonly operator controlled by

some mecbatti�al mean� such as a footswitch or finger button.

Counts generated, ean be entered into a �01li'puter. on interrupt

triggered by the switch. COrisequenely the data generated is

in incremental form with .

r�spect to some irtitial origin

point -.

Both the second and third techniques generate data in

the form ·of absolute co-ordinates representing position on

the map sheet, referenced to th� origin of the' digitizing

device. More comple� comput.er control or built-in

processing' capability allows effective origia shifting,

incremental count calculation an'd display and other

refinements designed fo� easier usage. Digitizing tablets

based on the wire grid principle are in widespread use, and

standard interfaces to mini-computers or micro-computers

allow continual point logging.

Manual digitizing systems have several drawbacks. Not

only is it time consuming to digiti�e th. large amount of·

information on a map sheet manually, but also the process is

highly error prone. Several syatems (for example the

Hewlet�-Packard 9814A) have been develo�ed specifically· to

minimize operator fatigue, but n�vertheless� errors such as.

jumps between .close lines, ent�ring of spurious pOints or

multiple recording frequently occur, makirig extenslv.
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editing often nec�b;:'\ry •. Typically, a standard sized map

sb.et of averaga information c09tent aight take between 10

and 30 hours to be di�itized by manual methods, with as much

tl$e again for editing and error correcting.

2.2.2 Automatic line following.

Au toma tic, or semi-automati.c, line followers have had

limited success in cartographic �pplications (5]. �n an·

automatic line 10llowing process, essentially some mobile

devi·ce loca tes a line ott the map sheet, and tr·aek�· it· until

it reach�s a finishing poin�, recording the p�siti6n of the

mobile device. as it follows the line. This can be achieved

by several methoda; whatever the mobile dev�ee used, some

form of intelligent control is necessary. Existing systems

are mainly mini-computer cotttrolled, often makit13 eX1:ensive

use of the processor of that co.puter for lortg peri�ds .of

time. This type of syste� .is slow; followin$ speed is

limited by the momentum and response of. the traeking deviee�

as line jumping or spinning off at sharp· corners must be··

avoided. Severe problems can be encounte�ed at right-angled

�orners, artd . junction paints must be recorded in. some

manner. Fairly frequent. op.rator intervention can be

req�ired to maintain followin� integrity, and the pr�blem of

repeating lines is by no means trivial. Typically, an

au tOUla tic 1 ine follower migh t take 10 hours or ttl.ore to

digitize a standard map sheet.
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It can be seen then, that the large .cale digitization

of a 'Iilap sheet. series would. be imp�aetical using line

f6110wing �ethod••.. For example, the 1:24000 series covering

the USA consist� of about 500UO maps� each with up to 10 �r

so separation sheets; perhaps 500,000· sheets in all. . To

digitize· this series with manual or automatic line fOllowing

equipment over a 5 year perio4 �ould tak� over 500 pe�ple

working full time with as many machines; cleatly not an

economically viable propositio�. It seelU then •.
·

that a

substantially more rapid method of digiti�ati·on i.s required.

and scanning syste_s offer this possibility.

2.3 Scanning.

A map sheet can be scanned in a raster type process to

generate data describing the nature. of the map at regularly

spaced points. In general, the scanning process i. d.�lgned

so that these points fo�m a rectangular or square grid, and

the data generated can hence he arranged into a dot· matrix

visuall� represericing the map sheet scanned.

Scanning systems are either reflective or trallslD.issive •

. In a reflective system, a ·light source inCident. on a point

on a 'Iilap sheet will be refl�cted ·if the surface is li�ht,

while a dark line will absorb most of the light and littl�

will be reflected. A transmissive system··

detecting light passing through the map sheet;

relies on

generally a .
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negative of the sbeet would be used f h avLng t.ransparent

lines on a 4ark background.

The butput from a scanner of either type is a s.rial

data string which can be re-arrange.d into a sparse ma trix,.

Each element of the matrix, or. pixel, represe�ts the natur�

of the map sheet at some fixed pOint on the map co-ordinaC.d

by the matrix row or column index. . More accurately, it

reptesents a measure of the. a"erage' density of some

neighb�urhood around that point, the size of the

neighbourhood depending on the physical eharacter�sties of

the scanning sy�te�'such as light spot size· and detection

technique. This is considered in gteater detail in later

chapters.

Scanning processes can be extremely fast; ·the 1imit�ng

factor in speed of op,ration be�omes the rate at.which the

large volumes of data generated can be handled and

temporarily s�ored. It is certainly not. unreasonable to

expect to scan an entire map sheet in a matter of a' few·

minutes. Rowever, the data generated has a high level of

redundancy, as a large proportion of a map sheet contains no

useful information� and further, the data is in a raster

form •. As mentioned in chapter 1, it is probable that in the

future raster formatted data sets will become more common

than vector fo��atted sets; nevertheless provision must

exist for conversion between formats. Consequently it
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sho�ld be reeognized th�t some· �orm of data processing, even

if only compaction �y efficient. coding, must be ap�lied to

raster based data in order to ren�er �t pract�cal for use

and storage. T� judge the feasibility of using data from �

scanning process, the differences in data format, and the

processing required to make data from variouS dig��izing

systems compatible, sh�uld be more closely examined.

2.4 Input Data Formats.

As described earli�r, data from lirie follow�ng types of

digitizers consists . of either sets of inc·remental

n�se-to-tail vectors, or successive co-ordina�e �airs (�hieh

are easily converted to incrementaL .ectors) desdribing the

track of a line across a map sheet. Lines dra-wn on a ma.p

have a finite thickness or width, and the track described is

on average· a path alo1.\' the centre of the .line. This is

illustrated in figure 2.1; in 2�1(a) a small section of a

map is enlarged to show the finite line width. Figure

2.1(b) shows the result after line following; a set of

vectors along the centre path of the line. Figure 2.1(c),

on the other hand, i$ a matrix reconstruction of the serial

data string prOduced by scanning the small area; black dots

represent samples taken at a fi][ted re.solution spaCing where

some part of a line was encountered� . Clearly if.e�ch black

dot were joined to its �earest neighbours with .a vector, as

in the case of absolute co-ordinate pairs reSUlting. from
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lin� following. a multitude of spurious vectors would

resulti If th.n, vect�r line representation were required,'

the matrix of black dots would have to be reduced to a state

shown in figure 2.1(d),. where eifectively a Single string of
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Figure 2.1 L�ne vector and raster data formats

This process of reducing line Widths is known as line

thinning. and. can be approached in terms of the connectivity

of ·the pixels;· by specifying cereain rules, precise.

algorithms :can be developed to perform the operation. The

resulting data is still in raster form, and further

processing can be performed to locate, and convert the
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apparent lin�s .into. v.cto� st�ings'� Sof�w�r�. teehniques t�

perfor� tbes� tasks are de.cribed in more detail in chapte�

7, but.it is cle�r that if a scanning type of process were

used to digitize map sheets, fairly extenaive data

process ing 1I11gh t be neees sary to bot h minimi·ze· redundancy

and m.ake f.ormats c'ompatible with those of existing data

sets.

2.5 Summary ..

In fact a substantial amount of work is presently being

done in the area of software processing of cartographic

data, and res�lts have shown that it is feasible� given

certain restict�ons to be met by the data generating

mechanism·s, to thin and vectorize the raw raste.r data iit

roughly the length of time taken to collect it; that is, a

time of the order'of minutes rather than of hours. It is

thus possible to digitize and process a complete map sheet

wi thili a time orders of l1lagnit.ude smaller than that required

for line following types of digitizing.

On this basis, it vas decided that a system consisting

of a scanner operating on line to the .type of computer

suitable for data processing should be desi�ned' and.

constructed. The following chapter outlines the factors

influenCing the design of the sc�nner and �hoice. of

computer, and gi�es details of the resulting.sisteme
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3. DIGITIZING SystEM DtSIGN

3.1 tnt%oduction.

The type �f syst�m most suitable for th� digitization

of map sheets' ca� be determined from various practical

considerat�ons. First, the form of map sheet m�st

frequently required to be digitize·d, .and the required

spatial ·resolution. govern the geometrical and mechanical

design. Secondly, the computational system under control of

which the scanner is to run, and to which it 1s to pass the

data, places speed and othei"operational limitations ou· the

design.

This chapter first outlines the 'char�cteristics of map

sheets to be digitized. It .then looks at the two basic

types of scanner suitable for scanning large image areas

such as map sheets;

Po�sible methods

namely, the drum and flat bed .scanners.

of operating each undei the imposed.

cart�graphic . specifications are d is.cussed, and the

requirements 4f the computer to be used in conjunction with'

. the scan.ner are' e�amined. Finally. the possibility of

adapting the scanner to operate with· vari�us computer

systems w·ithout major modifications is investigated.



3.2 Map Shae� Characteristics.

A complete prin�ad map is a result. of overlay�ng up to

as many as perhaps 12 sepa�atlon sheets. Ttiese separation

sheets are usually in the form of photogra,hic negatives on

a base of mylar, 0 r s imlla r lila terial � wh icn i.!I s good

dimensional stability over temperature and h�midity changes.

It is a fal·r1y straightforward task e.o produce positives

from these negatives, if required, though scratches or marks

can be more easily opaqued out on a negative. Hence the map

shee� can be made available for either tran�missive or

reflective sca�ning.

The required resolution of scanning is d_termine( fro.

the �isual characteristics of the map, which in. turn result

from drafting accuracies. In general, it is accepted that a

resolution' .p.cinB of .004" (0 r .1 mll) iliS adequa te • One

important reason for not using too small a resolution

spa��ng is that the volume of raster generated data

increases with the square of the increase in resolution;

tbis can make map data handling b�fore compaction

inconvenient or even impracticable. In addition, for most

map sheets diSitiaation at a resolution spacing smaller than

.• 004" renders no addi tional .useful info rltla t·ion. Lines drawn

on a map sheet can vary in width from approximately' .004" to'

.016", though in some cases may be as narrow ·as .002".

Techniques for detecting these narrow lines t w.h ile still
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digitizing at a resolution spacing of .004�, .re described

in chapter S. It should be note4 tha� various photographic

techniques, such as reprinting with sandwiched spacers or

diffusers., and su:bsequent copying onto lithographic ..
f.ilm e an

b.e used to change the width of map sheet lines if the above.

specifi�ati�ns are not met.

Detection can be binary in nature; that is, grey

levels are not required. It is sufficient to kriow whether

any point on the grid of resolution spacing coincides wi·th a

line drawn on the map. If so, a binary '1' is re�o't'ded;

otherwise a '0;.

3.3 S�anner Ty�es.

Either of t*o types of sc.nner can be used' for

digitizing large image ar$as. A drum scanner eonsists of a

cylindrica.l d.rum around' which i$ wrapped the sheet to be'

scanned. The drum is rotated about the horizontal

cylindrical axis at high speed, and a light so·u·rce and

sensor are slowly moved in a direction parallel to that

axis. the beam being directed normal to the map surface. A

distance of one re�olution element is moved along the axis

for each complete revolution of the drum. The map is hence

scanned in successive sweeps� the path of each sweep being

almost orthogonal to the direction of travel. The.' angle

between the .direction of sweep aud direction of travel can
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be determined from. the resolution spacirtg and th� lenstb of

the map.

In a flat bed s�anner� a trolley bearing the map sheet

(usually lying i� an arced bed rather �han a truly flat bed)

is moved slowly in one direction while a beam of light is

deflected over the surface·Of the sheet in a perpendicul.r

directi�n, usuall, by means of a rotating single or

multi-faceted mirror· located at the centre of curvature of

the bed arc. The di%ections of sweep and travel can·in this

case be made truly orthogonal by simply adju.ting the axial

alignment of the rotating. mirror.

Orthogonality.o£ swec!p and ·�ravel can

cartographically for overlaying purpos�s;

be important

generally a

mis-align�ent of .ore than one resoluti�n el�mertt could mak�·

rather lengthy software transformation algorithms necessary.

This should be avoided if possible.

3.4 Reflective and Transmissive Detection Methods •.

Because of the mechanical problems involved with

placing either a· light source or· a detector within a

rotating drum, drum. scanners lend themselves to reflective

rather than transmissive detection methods. Dark -markings

on a light background can .be. detected by a lack of reflected

light (caused by absorption) at �uch points, while light
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will be refl.eeted f·rom light mal."kings on a dark background.

A sheet in transparency or negative form can be b�cked with

a sheet of white paper OT diffusiye mylar to achieve the

same effect.

On the other hand, a flat bed scanner is more suited to

transmissive type detection (the bed can be made of

transparent plastic or perspex), as· reflective detection

over a wide area (the length of the sweep) is difficult.

This is because reflection from a point on a smooth· surface

gives a uriiformly sph�rical spatial radiation pattern. For

detection at a single point the detectot can b� made to
.

encircle the source, and be placed closa to the refl�cting

surface, resulting in co�lection of a large proportiort of

.the reflected light. Over a long sweep, however, this is

impracticable unless a detector array the length of the

sweep 1s used. It is possible to make the inside of the bed

reflective, causing the beam to return along its· incident

path. However, this requites a half silvered rotating

mirror, and in addition care must be taken with the map bed

reflecting surface when handling the map sheets�

3.5 Limitations ·Imposed by Computer Requirements.

If the system is to run in an automatically controlle�

manner, the riharacteristics ·0£ the computer used for this.

control must be cone Ld e re d •. As mentioned earlier, data from
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a scanne� requires sQ.e form of processing to

redundancy, and possib�1 to rende, it compatible with

data fo�mats (such as vector repres�nted lines).

r educ e

other

If the

machine used for· controlling the scanner is also used. for

processing the data, a minimum computational. power is

necessary. This suggests the use of a mini·computet�

Alternatively, a dedicated miero-computer could be used to

contr�l the seanning and pass the dat� either to a

mini*computer for processing, or to some storage medium such

as magnetic tape.

The type of machine used also dictates possible data

entry methods. Since the total volume of non-compacted data

from a map shee� is high, (appr6ximately· 60 Megabits from a

30» X 30" sheet scanned at a resolution of .004"), the 4ata

entry. speed must be high. ROWfever, the real problem is not

th$ data entry speed, but rather the rate at which data.can

be written from the core of the computer to some temporary

storage area, such .as disk or magnetic tape. Thie requires

the facility of some sort of direct memory transfer, where

the processor need only set up the transfer addresses after

w�lch it.is free to return to handle data entry. Even so,

some form of data handling, incorporating a break in the

input. data stream, is probably going to be required�

Consequently
. it is desirable to have some form of spatial

gapping in the generation of data. and hence in the input

data stream. A flat bed scanner lends itself w�ll to this



by offering the p�ssibilitY of varying the nu�ber of flats

on the rotating mirror to allow time gaps between successive

sweeps. It sh�uld be noted that allowing the computer a

break in the ·lnput data stream·could also be.achieved·by

using a deep input buffer. This buffer would temporarily

store the data until the computer became free to accept it,

but the CQst �f a sufficLently deep buffer is prohibitive�

and faster than normal input rate requi·rements on the

com,uter for "catching up" would be imposed. In fact such a

buffer (but shallower) is useful for other reasons; this is

described more fully in chapter 6 when discussing interface

hardware/software configurations.

3.6 Format of Data .passed to Computer.

It should be noted that data could be encoded in some

way. (such as run-length encoded) before entry. to the

computer. If a suitable coding scheme were chosen· slllaller

data volumes would result, but it was decided not to perform

this r�al time data encoding foi several reasons. First,

the coding schem. would have. to be desigrted on the basis of

the expected statistics of the data set, and it is by no

means clear that cartographic data will. always be of a

predictably consistent statistical nature. Secondly,· the

hardware to perfor1ll such coding would make the interfacing

hardware more complex; a. sufficiently fleXible codLng

me.thod would involve some form of prograDllllable device, and
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one aim of the syste� was sim�licity. Thirdly, regularly

sampled uncoded data iMposes entirely predietable timing and

handling requirement.s on the computer hardware and �oftware,

identical for all ty�es of map data. On the oth.r hand,

code� data could gi.e rise to unexpected de�ands. on the

comput�r if a particular block of data were unsuitable for

the coding scheme be.ing used; that is, ·the coded data could

b e.e oae more bulky within a given. time period than the

equivalent uncod.d data. To cover this possibility

additional hardware buffering and control would be required.

Fourthly, since �ost software available for processing

raster data operates on a full data matrix, decoding would

have to be performed prior to processing. As processing. of

some sort· would usu�lly be carried out on the raw data,

uncoded data is prefer.able providing suffic:ient temp.orary

storage space is available for retaiping the data until

processing. Finally, and pe.rhaps most importantly; since

the designed system is essentially a developmental one, and

the statistical nature of raster repres�nted cartographic

data is not really· yet known. it seems more practical to

c08l,pact the data USing software techniques after processing,

rather· than at an intermediate stage of the digitizing

process.
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3.7 Choice of Computer ..

It was decided that a mini c�mputer (a PDP 11/60

operating �nder. a multi u s e r time-sharin.g software system,·

�SX 11-Ml should be u�ed to control the scanner, and accept

and proces� the generat�d data� for the following reasons.

'First, in a carto·graphic environment in which a1,ttomated

processes ate used,· a mach�ne with reliabl� soft.are support

and a powerful software operating system is almost

mandatory. Secondly, due to the large data volumes and

consequent handling require_ents, fast direct 1I1e·m'01."1 access

to disk and tape is more or less nece$sary. In addition,

since map sheet scanning is unlikely to be a continual

process during de'Telopment, a dedicated processor for

running the scanner alone w·ould ne e
' be warranted. thirdly,

modifi�ations in operational control and data processing to

suit th� .needs of the user are· particularly· easy· on a

mini-computer with reasonable software· support. tinally, on

practical grounds, most cartographic institutions requ�ring

the use of $uch a digitizing system already use

mini-computers, very often those of .the PDP 11 series.

Since a PDP 11/60 was available for development of the

system, this seemed a logical choice. 'Furtber details

involving the operating system.u$ed and the software design

approach are given in chapte� 6.

..
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3.8 Adapt.b�lity for use �ith other Co-pucer Systems.

A final factor influencing the' design of the scanner

w�s the· posslbility of adapting it to operate with o�her

compu t e rs ,
. the previously mettt ioned f aci Ii ty of the f la t

bed scanner for inse�ting breaks in the data strea_ is

particularly advantageous in this respect. For example, if

the maximum continuous data entry rate to a computer were

half that originally designed for. �he average data

genera·tio,n rate over a· cycle could be reduced by si.ply

increasing the buffer depth of the interface, and using some

of the break ti.e to unloa� the .accumulated data .in the

buffer, effectively allowing the computer to catch up. This

consideration also influ��eed the int.rfaee dasi.n as

described more.fully in chapter 6.

3.9 Cho�ce of Scanner Type.

Because of its relatively simple construction, a flat·

bed scanner was chosen as bieing the more suitable type •. The

mechanical problems 0'£ controlling. the large revolving mass

of a drum scanner are avoided,. and the facility for gapping

the generated data is particularly attractiVe. A flat bed

scanner .ore or less determines that tr.nsmissive ty_e

detect�o� be used; this is accolllpl�shed using. transparertt

bed. Complete details of the scanner'construetion are given

in the following chapter.
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3.10 Summary

the apptoach taken in the desig� of the system·has baen

ou tl ined in the pre�ed iug sec t ions of this chapter ,

Bas ically, the in ten t �as that s impl ie: i ty an'd f lexib iIi ty be

maintained in so far as was possible while still lileeting the

cartographic requ�rements� the final system arrangement,

consisting

data fro_,

of a mini-�omptite�

flying spot flat

controlling, and receiving

bed se:anner,. all6ws.a

sufficiently for modifications of parts of the system

without the need for re-design, while at the same time

meet�ng the cartographic requirements for the digitization

of map sheets. The following chapter treats the design of

the scanner.
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4.1 Introdu�ti�n.

th_ previous cb apt e r es tab lishes the essent ial features

of the overall. scanning system required. Datails of the

de8i�n and construction of the scanner itaelf are presented

in this chapter. To begin with, a set of general

specifications derived from cartographic tequirements �nd

computat ional res trict ions is ou tli ned. As the me thod of

entering data to the computer determines the speed at 'which

the scanner can o�erate, and hence its geometry and timing

relationships, the dat� entry ra�e resttictions are first

established, following which th� �echanical and opticaL

for detecting and

Also described are the methods

electricallv synchronising

optical signal resulting fiom

used

the

the

designs are presented.

mechanically directed

scanning of a map sheet by the flying spot.

4.2 Specifications derived f�om Cartographic requireMents

and Computational res·trietions.

Based on the conside�ations of sections 3.1 to.3.7, the

following specifications were es�ablished� First, the

scanner should. be capable of digitizing map sheetS'of UP' to

30" s qu a r e , in negative form, at a res.olu.tion of .004"
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(.1 mm). In addition, some facility £�r the d�tection of

lio.s down to .002" in wid�h should be provided. Secondly,

map �heets sh��ld be digitized to two levels., corresponding

to opaque ,(,40 ig1 tal ' 0' ) and t ransparen,t '(digi tal,
' ,

1 ' ) ,

mat$rial on the ma� sheet�

eo-ordinate 'a�es should be

resolution element error over

Thirdly,' orthogonality of

achievable' to within One

the entire sheet width.,

Fourthly, the scanning of a ma� sheet should take of the

order of minutes, and' not hours. Finally, the ,scanner

shotild operate on lirte to, and be controlled by, a PDP 11/60

mini-'computer used under a multi-user operating system, RSX

II-M.

4.3 Data entry to Computer.

In order to keep the s.ystem· both as. simple and. as

fiexible 'a8 possible, the use of direct memory access (l)MA)

to transfer the data from the s e anne r to the colltputer w.as

ruled out. (This also 'on cost considerations.) Instead,. a

16 bit I/O port, the D�11-C, norm�lly use4 as an

interprocessor communieation� buffer on the pnp-ll serie.,

was chosen for data entry. This port consists of a 16, bit

input regist�r, a 16 bit output register. and a 16 bit

cOritrol and s�atus, register with facility' for interrupt

handling.

Using conventional data handshaking methods, the
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maximum rat� of transfer of data from an in�ertace �o the

computer memory is governed by the time taken to process the

instructions making up the input routine, assuming rio delays

are caused by the interface hardware. On the PDP 11/60

these instruction t1mes cann�t be exactly predicted due to

the hit or miss nature of the cache memory usage, but a

maximum overall cycle time can be estimated. Real time

testing by watching flag l�vels while inputting a continuous

stream of data verified that the average time taken to input

a 16 b.i t word was approxima tely 18 microseconds, and never

more than 19 microseconds. ChoOSing then a data input rate

of one word ,every 32 microseconds leaves a safety margin

either for software testing, or. possibly for increasing

resolution .without re�design. This means that a data

sampling rate of 500kHz is re-quired, or one samp·le eve.ry 2

microseconds. For this reason, a IMHz crystal c�ntrolled

clock was chosen as a real time base for the entire syste�,

and divided by two to generate the sampling rate of 500kHz.

4.4 Mechanical Design.

4.4.1 General structure.

A flat bed scanner was designed to meet the

requirements specified in sec�ion 4.1. The trolley holding

the arced map bed travels along a ground steel. edge which

defines one axial direction for the generated data matrix.
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A 3,.5 milliwatt heli1,1m-neoti laser is used as a light souree

and 1s mounted on a short optiC�� beneh alon� an horizontal

axis above the trolley. An optical beam collimating' and

focusing system. is. also mounted on the. optical e r a ck , and

the resulting beam is deflected vertically downlotards by a

rotating single faced

motor shaft. T�e whole

mirror mounted on a flylotheel on the

is . m'ounted on a solid levelled

structure. Fi$ure 4.1 shows the ess�ntial features of the

scanner structure.

4.4.2 Sweep timing.

Section 4.3 establishes a sampling period. "of 2

mi c r os econde

section.· 4.6,

synch·roniaed.

for data co-llection. For reasons described in

the sweep and . travel motors ·must. be

with the 4at� sampling clock. It is

neverthele�s desirable that their driving frequency be close

to 60 Hz so that testing may be carried Gut while tunning

from mains or line frequency independently of the clock and

control logic. Dividing the 1 MHz' .e Lo ck frequency by

successive factors of 2 generates a frequency of 61 Hz, and

this was chosen .as the motor 4riving frequency. Using a 900

rpm 4 pole-pair motor to rotate the deflecting mirror, a

time of 66 �illiseconds per revolGtion results. In order

that map sheets �f up to 3a" square cart be accomodated, and

.leaving a few inches for edging, an arced bed subtending an

angle.of 90 degrees at the centre of curvature, the rotating
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mirror axis, was· constructed. This gives a bed which can

take map sheets of up t� approxim,telr 33" in *idth�
.

this

width being swept in 16.5 milliseconds. To obtain a

sweeping speed of .004" per 2 microseconds along the arc,

the radi�s of· curvattire of the bed must be 21"w

4.4.3 Travel timing.

Having established th� rotational period of the mirror

motor as 66 milliseconds, the linear speed at which the

trolley must travel i� t�en determined. Assuming that the

computer is able. to take data.every sweep; that is, that

th-e 49.5 milliseconds gap is sufficient for any data

handling between sweeps;. the trolley must then move through

.004" in �6 milliseconds. This corre*ponds to a linear

troller speed· of .061 inches per seco�d. The trolley is
.

driven by means of a steel belt running around a fixed sized

pulley; if· a sy�.chronous motor run from a driving frequency

of 61 Hz is geared down to 1.02 rpm (1 rpm at 60 Hz) to

drive the pulley, a pul�ey diameter of 1.14" 1s required.

4.5 Optical design.

4.5.1 Flying spot light source.

A helium-neon laser was chosen as a li�ht· source for

the optical system. An incoherent light source, such as a
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fila��nt bulb,. has a fini�� spatial spread, while �his dQes

not apply to a coherent source such as a laset�·

Conse�uently .th e di.$tl'ibution of a Las e.r beatn focused to a

point catt be. spatially smallet than that from an incohe��nt

source� rendering it suitable for �pplications whe�e a small

spot is r.qui�ed. An optical system is needed to focus the
.'

the natur� of laser· beams be more closely examined.

Altho�gh the phase front of a laser beam is slightly

curved., its transverse intensity is

approximately Gaussian-in every cross-section of the beam

(4], as illustrated in figure. 4.2(a) •. The .radius of the

beam at which ehe .intettsity is .1/e2.. of: the ma'x�mum centra:!

intensity is· know as the beam radius w, �nd at �he b��m

waist, where the phase front is plane, it has.· its minimum

value. �. If z is a measure of distance along the optical

axis in th. diTection of· travel of the beam, the beam radius

�t any point along ..
the· optic axis c�n be expressed as a�

funct Len of z:

where � is the wavelen�th of the lase� light (631.8 nm).
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.2 Gaussian beam characteristics.

If w{z) is plotted for v�ryi�g z. the bea� contour shown in

figure 4.2(b) is dbtained: this curve is in fact a

hyperbola with asymptote.s inclined at. an
.

angle' & to the

axis; whete. '6' • ft/('r(wo) •.This angle is kn·own as the far

field diffraCtion �ng1e, and is a measure· of beam

divergence. To b� able . to

divergeitce must be kep't· small.

obtairt a sharp focus. beam

Since sampling is to take

place at spatial intervals of .004". the focused sp·ot should

be of this order of size. With the required focal dista·n:ce.,

it turns out that focusing the exit beam from the laser (tbe

diameter of this beam is appro�imate1y 1 mm.) cannot give

such a· small spot size. Consequently the. initial beam.

radius w must be increased to. reduce beam divergence.· :Seam.

radius can .be increased by. using a collimating system

consisting of a pair of lenses such that the focal length of

the second is greater than that of the. first. This lens

arrangement can also be used. to focus the effectively
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expanded beam to a spot; lens· positions can be calculated

usLn� �ay. transfe� mat�ices. A �ompl�te analysis. of the

optical system of tbe $cannet, �ncluding calculations of the

c011.ima ting factortJ and l.ens· sPecificat ions, and of· ehe
:

ray

transfer matrix of the op�ical ariange�ent used, is

pres ented in appendix A. Fine adjustment of focusing w.a$

provided f�r by mountln� the secobdary len� on a micrometer

adjtisting .track, and setting for *inimum puls� rise time.

This' technique, . alo1\g w.ith a method f or actually. measuring

spot size, is des cribed in cha.p ter 8.

4.5.2 tig�t localisation for detection •

.

The problem of detecting the transmittancOe or otherwise

of the ligh·t through the. map sheet ove r the· enti re wid th of

the sweep WaS tI.lentioned earlier. One method is to use an

array of detectors across the sweep path; howev·er,· this can

both be costly and involve substarttial circuitry. Instead,

a reflector as shown in figure 4.1 was designed to such a

shape that light deflected from th. rotating mi�ror at .11

angles. throughout the sweep be reflected to a C011l1nOn focal

point just below the trolley� In order that· a detector

placed .at this p�int should riot interfere with the incident

beam at the mid�sweep position, the reflector was· tilted

slightly. Due to :this tilt, the f�cal locus becomes ·4 sho�t

line, since the path length trav�lled by light at the: edges

of the sweep is longer than that travelled by light



mi,d�sweep.

The refleeting c�rve form� part of an ellipse� �ith its:

foci �t the rotating �i�ror an�.the deteetor. In order to

obtai� th� tr�e path of this ·ellipse to use as a template

for cutting the reflector shape, its equation can be d.rived·

parametrically from the g.ometry of the scanner� In fact·

this generates a family· of curves, bu t speci f i.e4 tion of o ae

point refe%enced· to the seanner frame edge fix$s the path

exactly. This path was obtained by numerical integration,

and a s c aLed ·computer plot. produced to use as· a template for

c�tting the curve. A piece of 1" thick perspex was cut. to

the required shape (�� fact it w.s cut to be 1/16� radi�lly

deeper than the true required sha�e) and.a strip of 1/16"

polished stainless steel was attaehed to the inside of the

curve to act as a reflector. Adjustable .mOunt� provide for

alignment. Ap�endix A contains a parametric deriVation of

the curve.

4.5.3 Detection.of localised light.

The reflector localises the in�oming light to a pOint,

or mOTe exactly to a small volume, just below the ttolle,

centre. The angle of incidence of light at· this point

varies over 180 degrees; sin4e detectors generally have a

limited angular field, a· method of re-directing the

localised light is required. Two methods are possible. The
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first is to use a wide-angle lens with the detecto� �lose to

its focal point.

degree� 1s extremely bulky and costly. More practical a

method .is to pla.ce a small <:ylindtical diffuser. at the

detection pOint aligned axially with the foc.l line

resulting fro� %he reflector tilt. The diffused signal can

A PIN diode. was chosen as a suitable optical to'

electrtcal tiansducer for reasous explained in the �ollowing

chapter. In ·fact three such diodes were 1Il0un·ted within the

diffuser, backed by. a ground plane circuit board on which
.

the detector amplifier was built. Three diodes were used

both tci boost the signal l�yel, and to achiev� better signal

linearity over the sweep, 4S small bulllpS on the reflector

surface cause a�ial· deviations of the spot along the

diffuser.

4.6 Mechanical/ElectTical Synchronization.

4.6.1 Synchronization of mo�ors with data sampling clo�k�·

.

It .was tn.entioned in section 4.3 that a 1 Mliz cloek was

chos.n as a time base· for the scanning system as a �hole.

In addition, the need was poin.ted ou t that. the motors be run

itt synchronism with the sauapling elock, rather than from

mains or line frequency. - This is for .two reasons. First,

fluctuations of up t.o .001% in liae frequency over a short



p�r1Qd of tim� (a second �t �o) would vary the ef£ec�ive

l�ngth, iri t�rm•. of the numbe� of.pi�els per 1irie, of sweeps

by up. to 8 Plxe1s; that. Ls, the far edge of the map would

be jagged. Fl�ctuatlons of up.to .OOl� in line frequency

over a longer per10·d· of time :(several minu·tes) would vary

the effectiv� number of sweeps. ��de in succesalve s�annings

of the same physical area; that. is, the total length of the

map she�t would become indeterminate, a� would the e�act

�esolution spacing between sweeps. Such fluc�uatiQns are

not. uncommou, and fOr slow variations fluctuations of up to

.01% are sometimes encountered io The second r eas en is that

physical refetencing of the start of each line would become

indete.r1llina te to within one resolution spacing.

Consequently the motors muat be synchronized· with the

sampling clock. This is achieved using circ·uitry described

by the block di_g1'am of figure 4.3, while cir�uit sche.atics

can be found in appendix B.

1 MH� L.PF

Figure 4.3 Block diagram of motor synchronising circuitry

The 1 MHz squ�re wave from �he clock is fed to a string of

counters, resulting in a
14

.

division by 16384 �r 2 � This

square _ave is then dri�en over a SO ohm coaxial cable to



the scanner,' wh.ere it· is �as:sed through a a-pole active

low ...pass f.1lter. The' resultittg ,signal is 4.,:plified an.d

transformed to live a final waveform of 110v· r:ms at up to

seve ral .,nips. An optic isolator:. controls �he carriage

drive, and a safety' tOlgle swi.tch activated. when the

carriage �eaches the end of its· track protects the motor

drive.

The output signal from tn.e low·pass filter approximates'

a sinu�oid of frequencY 61 H�, but also contains. higher

order co.ponentl. A low-pass filter acts to integrate the

applied \1av8form., and compollents of order 4'11";'1 (il'ltege1' m)

are p,has. reversed. Consequently the 3rd harmonic,. the only

significant componelit, adds to the fundalllental'to cause the

output to ·tend to be triangular b'l tlature. INte effect of a

.

present 3rd harmonic will be to cause a Variation in the

rotating field rate, and hence in the motor shaft revolution

rate, at a fr_quency of three times that of the fundamental.

In fact in t.he sweep mo·eor t·his variation was difficult

to determine, and entirely m.asked by variations in. angular

velocity caused by friction in the motoT's bearings, which

were aperiodicin.nature. A large brass flywheel mounted on

the motor shaft reduced the variations, and section 8.2 of

chapter' 8 de·scribes· m·.ethods used to measure. their magnitu4e.

The trolleY'mot6r is geared down to' such an extent that

small perfodic variations in driving frequency are of no
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practical signifi�an�e.

4.6�2 Physical referencii� of generated signals�

Some'forta of physical referencing to the start of' each,

sweep is required when running the scanner. While thi�

could be achieved bt triggering off a ttan.�arent line on

the edge of the map sheet; this has, ,several disadvantag-es.

First, � dirt or dust fle�k obscuring the line �ould cause a

loss of 4ata for Ch.t sweep. Secondly. the angle between

the sweep and travel axes would de�end upon the' physical

pOSitioning of the .ap in the bed, and this is unlikely to

be achieved to �ithin' .004". Conseq�ent11 a detector was

attached to �he scanner frame to generate a statt·of·line

(SOL) signal. This, i:s actually u.ed to gate the data

sampltt'lg clock, a�d bence data collection is iuitiated. In,

addi�ion, another detector was attached to the scanner frame

so that it would be triggered a f�w milliseconds earlier in

the sweep. The signal from this detector signifies the

start of each sweep (SOS), and is u�ed to generate the

interrupt to the computer which causes it', to ac cep n the

incoming data for that sweep.

�oth detectors have the same electrical requlr�ments;

a digital signal only is needed, but in the former case its

generated position must be reproducible. A fast rise time

is also desirable., Although a phototransistor has a slow
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resportse (several .• icros_conds) incorpo�atio� wl�hirt a

Sch1ll1tt trigger circuit employing,positive feedback as shown

in f'igure 4.4 ensures nO.t only a very fast rise timet but

also triggering with almost no hysteresi� at the point on

the transistor's output rise characteristic· corresponding to

the threshold level of the. first gate. A speed-up capacitor

of the time of triggering with' respect to the start of the

rise characteristic showed it to be- reprodueible certainly

to within 50 nanoseconds. tonsequently the det�ctors were

deter.lned to be suitable for the required purpose. TTL

dri.ers· were used to transmit the signals to the interfac.

board over SO ohm coaxial cable.

Figure 4.4 Circuit of start-of�sweep and
start-of-line detectors
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4. 7 Summa 1'Y

This chapter has :described the main mechaniCal and

op tical f ea,tures of the sca·nner.,
.

but has erea ted the

electrica14esign only in so far as is neeessa�y to describe

the operation .of the seanner its.elf. The following chapter

looks more closely at the nature of the data genera.ted

during scanning under the optical and mechanical design

constraints, and gives details of the design and·

construction of the signal detection and processing

hardware.
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S·. SIGNAL. DEtECTION AND REAL-TIM! PROCESSING

5.1 Int�oduc�i6n

Although in eonC�pt the detection of light pa�si�g

through a map Ineet and the subsequent generaeion o·f· a

. digital signal is simple, in practice the integrity of the

generated Signal, or the close�ess with which it represents

the density profile across � prescribed lin� of the map

sheet, depends o� a number of fact�rs.

The generation of digital da�a representing the

information on the sheet involves detection of the modulated

optical signal, optical to elec�rical transduction to give

an an.10gue electrical' sign.l, and re�l-tiDle har_ware

ptoc�ssing of this signal to produce the required time.

quantized digital data. Given that the scanner geometry and

control are �roperly deSigned, the accurate, or more

preCisely the required, reproduction of the map sheet in

digital form is dependent on �ll of the above proce�ses,

each of which may introduce some kind of signal distortion,

be it optical or.electrical. It is important to be aware of

the nature of this· distortion so that the hardwar.e

proceSSing circuitry may be. designed to· minimise its

undesirable aspects, and possibly utilise particular.

features of it for specific purposes.
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This c.hapter begins·. by b·rief 1y looking' a t the overall

hardware signal path, a.ft·et" which the ef·fects on resolution

and: signal integri ty of e aeb.: camp-anent in this signal path

are examin.d, ift order to �etermine the detectability or

btherwi.e of 1ine�. thi� leads to the desig* of th� signal

detection, amplification,' digitizing and time quantizing

circuitry in following. sections.

5.2 Overall Signal Path

The trans,!;)arent lines or areas on a map sheet

effectively modulate the light beam to produce an optical

signal with an intensity which varies between zero,

corresponding to an entirely opaque area,. and some maxi�um

value. corresponding to .an entirely trans.pa.rent area. The

intensi:ty is a mea�ure of power over some defined area, and

if the optical to electrical transducer 'is a dev�ee which

responds linearly to incident power, the resulting detected

signal has 'a* amplitude proportional to the optical power

transmitted through the map sheet. this detected si�na1

must be amp lif ted, and then digitized at so_e ch as en

threshold level.

regularly spaced time intervals corresponding to the spatial

resolution· poitlts. Figure 5.1 sho.ws a block diagram of the·

overall signal path.
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Figure S� 1 BI.ock diagram of harware signal path

5.3 Resolution� Signal Integ�ity and Line Detection

The geometry and mechanical driving systems of the

scanner are designed· such that if sampling were to take

place every·2 microseconds, a data matrix repres�nting the

density of the map at locations .004" apart would result.

HoweYer,· the nature of the matrix entry does not in �aet

represent the map density at a point location; rather it

specifies whether some measure of th� density of a small

area of the map centred. at the point loeation exceeds a

given value. Further, the relationship between detected

signal. amplitude and average density of the map over the

small area is by no means· linear,· due to ·the Gaussian·

intensity profile of the light spot. It is apparent then,

that both the achieved resolution, and the integrity of the

data repre.�nting. the map sheet, are,dependent on both the

size of the light spot and the chosen. threshol4 value for

digi tiza t·ion . of the deteet ed analogue s ign41. In addi ti.on

the perforlllance, in terllls of bandwidth, of the detector and

the amplifier through which the signal pa.sses before
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thresh�ldin8, will also. aff�ct the data integrity. Finally,

due to the inherent properties of.a flying spot �C�n�er� the

natur� and resolution of the signal.dete�tion ·in each of the

orthogonal sweep and travel dl tect ions .i8 governed by

separate mechanisms. Eac·h of th.e above ·effects has a

bearing .which 'may be more· apparent in one of the axial

directi�ns� but can also be sig�ificant in the other.

It is particularly iJllP·ortan.� to bear these factors in

mind whert considering the problem of detecting lines or

marks, the width of which is less th4n the specified

resolutiort . spaci�g. If. detection of such narrow lines is

necessary, it 1s possible that techniques such as spot

widening or mishaping, or using altel'·native sampling

schemes, could be used to achieve detection, even though the

detected position would be accurate only te the resolution

spacing.

Such methods involve. $ome kind of compromis.e; for

example, spot widening cau�es a decrease in real resolution

and reduces the detectability of spaces between lines. In

order to be clear about the conse,uences of such methods on

resolution and signa.l integrity, and possibly .to establish

some minimum specifications to. be met, more quantitative

examinations of the effects of spot size, threshold le�el,

time quantizatiol1 alternatives and amplifier bandwidth are

made in the following sections.



5.3.1 �ffects of spot size

It was stated earlier that the intensity profile of any

propoga tion i$ approx·i.ma tely Gauss ian. Figure S. 2 (a.) shows

such a' protile, togethe� with a vie� into the axis of

propogation of .the resulting spot. The .. daShed circle

represents the locus of points at which the rad�ation

intensity 1s l/e� or .135 of ·the maximum central value, and

bas diameter .d , Roughly 86% of the total power in the beam

passes through this eircle� These l/e� points correspond to

a distance of two standard deviations from the iDean of the

Gaussian· distribution -.
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Figure 5.2 Line illuminated by a Gaussian beam
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Consider the detected �ignal a.plitud� re�ulting fro�

background, lying in the field of coverage of. the light

spot, as shown in f igu re 5.2 (b).
.

I t. can be assumed chat the'

detect�d signal amplitude degends on the ineident power on

the deteetor, 01;'. i.n turn on the power transmitt;ed. through.

the line. In addition, the line can be as�umed to b�

straight over a distance of at least three. times the

.

diameter of the spot. Resolving in the plane of the line in

directions X normal to the line and Y parallel to it, we �an

consider the power transmitted through a narrow slit

parallel, to the Y axis at a positio� II along the X aX'is and

of Vidth 'p. The power transmittei through the slit is

th.eu proportional C'o the area under the Gau.ss·ian intensity

profile with peak value tp, and to the slit width As

the stanOdard deviations of all parallel intensity prof iles

acro.ss the spot are equal, the area under this profile t·.

proportional co tp. Thus we have:

.
P(slit) - lp :i: �p f�"P(-Y"2&') dy ,where 6 * d/4

-00

Consequently for a line of finite width t, placed with its

cent re· a distance p fram. the Y a;xis, the total powe'r

transmitted through the line will be proportional to the

area under the X axis intenSity profile between the limits

p-(t/2) an� p+(t/2). That is:

.

jP+t/2 J
00
'.

P(lin�) - tp exp(-y�/2&� dy dp'
.

P-t I 2 '. - 00 '.
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It is conv�riient to.consid.r the transmitt.d.power in t�rm�

of tbe ratio between line width t and $pot diameter d, in

order to keep the analysis general. Normalising the total

cross-sectional beam power to unity, and using ta.bulated

values fot are�s un4er the standard Gaussl�n cUTve, tbe

power transmitted through a 1in� of width t at a

perpendicular ·distance· p from the centre of the spot, can be

expres.sed as a fraetion of this maximum transmissib.1e po"er.

Figure 5.3 shows c.urves repre.sent ing this ,[)ower f or various

line w�dth to· spOt diameter ratios. The distance p Is

measured in terms of spot diameters. Thus, for eXample, for

a· l�ne 'of width half the spot diameter (that is, t-d/2),

lying with its edge on the spot c.ntre. (that· is, pad/4), the

detected signal amplitude level will theoretically be 48% of.

the maximum level.

the spot edge

amplitude level

If the same line lies with its centre on

(that ls� p-d/2), the d.tected signal

will be 16% of the maximum. When

cons ldering· space detectioll, interpretation of these

amplitudes is also ditect; the signal amplitude is. simply

reflected about the 50% level� Thus a space of width half.

of the spot diameter, lying with its edge on .the· spot:

centre, will generate a.signal amplitude level of 52% of the

maximum, while the level from the same space l�ing with it$

centre at the spot edge will be. 84% of the maximum. Signal

amplitude levels for spaces are shown in parentheses on the

vertiea1 axis scale.
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The preceding analysis is independent of' the artgle of

the line with .respect to the swee� and travel direCtions;

it refers ee the signal detected at a s·pacified. sample

location from any line of width t· whose centre lies a

distance.p from that location. If a sweep runs along· a

line, the �urves of fig�re 5.3 indicate the steady specific

detected 'si'gnal amplitude. obtained, as a fraction of the

maximum pOSSible, depending on the position of tbe line, the

line width and the spot s�ze. If the .�eep cro$se� the line

normal to· jts direction, a detected signal puls�, whose.

shap4!t is given exaetly by the appropriate curve of figure

5.3. and its reflection in the amplitude axis, will be

obtained. In this cas. also, the horizontal axis is a

measure of distance
.

.

from the spot centre in tet-ms of spot'

diameters, o� in the real case where the spot is moving, of

the dis�ance of. the spot from the line centre .s i� moves

across the line.

Having '. then established a qU4nti�atlve means' of

predicting ·the· deteeted signal amplitude, based on line

width, Spot diameter artd line position, the effects of

thresholding and the consequent detectability of lines or

spaces can be e�4mined.

5.3.2 Effects of thresholding

The curves of figure 5.3 can be used to determine the
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thr�shQld value at which di.gitizatio:n should take place if

true line wid.ths are to be repro,dueed. For :e'ach plotted

eu eve.; th'e l-evel at which thresholding would. tetur'l'l the true

line width i� shown encircled. As. tId beeo.es greater that'l.

1, this 'level a��roaches 50% of the m4xlmu�. fhresh�lding

below the 50% level results in line widening� while

thresholding above it resul.ts in line 'l'larrowing, or space.

widening. The curves of figure 5.4 show these widening

effects over varying line or space' width to spot si�e

ratios, for threshold levels between 20% a.d 80%. As in

figure 5.3, t>ercentage. in pare'l'ltheses ref et to .threshold

levels to 81ve space rathe·r than line wideni,ng f a·ctors. For

example, if a-line width were half the diameter of the spot,

detection at 50% would result in an ,effective line· width of

92% of the true width, if the spOt were centrally placed

over the line. at the instant of s-ampliu8. RefCitrring to

figure 5�3, if the line were loc�ted a distance of half a

spot diameter from the .pot centre at the instant of

sampling, a thteshold level of 16% would be required to

ensure detection; this' would result in substantial widenin�

of lines, and hence narrolling of spaces, as can be seen from'

figure 5.4. For a space half the spot diameter,

thresholding at any value lower tha'l'l 32% will' result .in a

l�ss of s�ace detection entirely.

In' fact, thresholding at a precise low level is not

practicable' for several' reasons.. First, the power output
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frOm a simple helium-neon laseY; is n.ot a constant function

of time; ratheT it can vary ap)reciably due to its rando�

polarisation. Secondly, the�e exist other uttavoidabl�

non�linearities in the optical tranSmi��ion and det.ctian

systems, such as diffuser characteristics, ot. the fa�t that

the angle of �n�idence ·of light on the detector vaJ."ies over

the sweep b�tween 0 and lSQ degrees. This suggests that

there may be a substantial indeterminacy in correIaCion

between tTansmitted light po�e� and detected signal

amplitude_ As a result of this, fine adjustment of tbe

threshold level in terms of signal amplitude is . not

praciieable, and hence absolute pre4iction of· the detection

or otherwise of narrow lines is not really possible.

Consequently, while it is feasible to somewhat .10w8r·

the tbreshold level from 50% to enable detection of narrow

lines which are located fairly close to the spot centre .t

the. ins tant of. samp ling, reduc ing it s.ubs tant ially to de tect

lines some· distance from the spot centre is neither feasible

in practice, nor desirable if a reasonable degree of data

integrity is to be maintained. Thus if a narrow line lies

between two sample points, and is not sufficiently close to

either to generate a signal amplitude higher than the chosen

threshold level, it will not be d�tected. It is ap�arent

then, that the choice of a compromising threshold· level

should not be made without considering the influence of

sample spaCing on. the· detection or otherwise of narrow
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lines- Th.is is investigated further. in the following

section, and in addition, the effectiven�$a of a method of

detecting narrow lines by· sampling at. more frequent

intervais, as an alte.rnative to low thresholdiag, is
.

examined.

5.3.3 tffects of sampling

The signal stream generated as the. spot sweeps the map

sheet represents the density profile aeross the sweep to a

degree of accuracy determined by the spot ,ize� the

perf ormanee of the detector and amplif ier, . and the thre:shold

level for digitizatio�. time quantization i. the �rocess by

whieh the signal stream is sampled at fixed intervalS to

generate a digital synchronous pulse stream. As a result of

the' quantization noise introduced by this sampling proeess,

some information about the tru. width and. pOSition of· lines

is lost. For the scanne� constructed the sampling interval

is 2 mi�rosecondst corresponding to a spaCial of .004".

A digitized line in the reconstructed data matrix of

scanned data should be connected throughout its length;

that is, it must be possible to follow the line along its

length by joining set pixels (sample points where the line·

has been detected) which are either directly adjacent or

diagonally adj acen e ,
. Sect ion 7.3 ... 2 0 f chap tel' 7 looks at

adjaceney and connectedness more ·exactly. Consequently, if··
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a line aakes so•• angle W tD one axial direction, assuming

the litle to be 'straight over. a dj"stance of several

resolution spacings, an eff�ctive width of t/sin� is

pres�nted along that axis, and t/cos& along the orthogonal

axis.' Thus connectivj,ty .is most prone to break down when

Er-m(1t"/4), for il'lteger m·
.
, that is, when the' line . lies

parallel to one. ·axis. In this case a �ini.um effective

width is presented in one axial direction, an4 diagonal

adjacency cannot occur; this is then the case for which the

connectivity of narrow lines is most likely to be broken.

It is· this worst case detect'ability which will be cO''l'lsidered

in the following discussi�n •.

The curves �f figure 5.4 show the effects of line

widening: or redUcing as the ratio of line thickness to spot

size �ar1es, for specified threshold level values. For any

line .thickness to spot diameter ratio, provid.d tha� the

spot diameter to sample spacing ratio. is known, . the

probability of worst case line detection (as de��tied.above)

can be obtained from the effective line width (true �idth X

Widening f actor)' and the sam'P Ie spa·cing. The cu tves of

figure 5.5 shoy detectiOn proba.bili ty curves. for lines lying

parallel to one resolution direction for threshold levels

between 20% and 80% in 10% steps. The horizontal axi. gives

line' thickness to s'P0� diameter ratios, while the vertical

axis is scaled in terms of the
.

spot diameter to s.ample

spacing ratio dIs- For a given ra�io of dIs, the axial
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scale is defined, and between any pair of integers (n-1) and

n for n.l,2� •• , if a value of 0 is ass�8ned to (n-l), and a

value of 1 assi'gned to n , then the intermediate vaLue s

between 0 and 1 giVe the prob�bflity of the n�th sucCessive

r�cording of a line or space in the sampled data strea. in a

direction perpendicular to the line or space ori,entation�

Thus if the ,spot size were' e.q'ual to the s�mple spa�ing

(dIs-I) usint a 50% thresh61d level, a lin� of thickness

.002" (t/d-I/2) orientated parallel to one resolution

direction, would have a detection probability of 0.46.' If

d/s-2'for the saiDe line width (t/d-1/2: again), deteetion

probability is .92, while if d/s-4, probability of detection

once is 1, and of detection in two successive samples taken

in a direction perpendlcul.r to line orien�atlon is .84. Ie

should be noted that for lines lying truly parallel to one

resolution direction, entire lines will either b. detected

in f,ull, or not at all. However, this is unlikely to oc.cur'

often in practice; narrow lines are gene�ally con�ours, and

hence not' straight but rather have on average random

orientation at any point. Thus such lines of thi� thickness

,will appear broken at irregular, intervals, depending on the

chosen threshold level. If ,the threshold level is chosen so

that the worst ease probability of ,de�ection is 1 for a,

gi:ven line, thick'ness, all lines of this thickn'e,ss will be

connected.

One possible way to improve ,the probability of



detection of narrow lines.would be to decrease the samp�e

spacing. Since a data matrix is, required. whose elements

�epre�ent information only at the or�ginally specified

resolutiotl spacing of .004", if·sa.ple spacing is reduced,

some asp.ct of the information ·contained. in the matrix

representing the data at the. higher res�ltition would have to

be contracted into the samples of the required 1Ilatrix. Fot

example, if sampling were to be p.erformed at twice the

specified resolution·, four samples would have to be

contracted into.one before entering data to· the computer.

If a 10·81 cal "OR" of the four s amp les were taken, narrow

lines would have a higher detection probability. Figure 5.6

shows how a litle detected at anY' of a group of four points

would be recorded at a single sa1llple, which· ·.would. be

effectivel, placed at.the centre of the f.ut points. �his

in fact eorre�ponds to a situation in which sampling takes

place at only· this paint, bu t the spot s i%e a·Dd intenSity

profile are modified to those shown in figure �.6; the

profile is no longer a Single Gaussian, but rather a

non-additive combinat�on of four Gaussians. For the

previous worst. case· lines of width .002" (which under·

straightforward sampling at .004" would have a de.tection

probabili t·y of· .46 whea thresholding at 50%), decreas ins s

by a factor of two while sen.1 thresholding
.

at 50% now

results in· a detection probability ·of .92. Vo�st· case space

detection probability will be zero unless the effective

space width is greater than 2 sa1llple spacin�s.
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Although such· sampling .Uti.ght be desirable. for s.ome

types. of data. with the constructed scanner geometry and

motor· speeds t sampling between lines
.

i·a not
.

directly

possible. Sampling betwee.n successive .ser1al dat.a points

i�, however. quite possib1•• By

microsecond, or .002ft, and performing a logical 'OR' on

sampling 1every

successive pairs of samples, narrow line detection will be

improved. However, resolu tion p roeesses in the sweep and

travel direction will now no longer be identical. A line

running parallel to the swe'ep axis will have a w·orst· ease
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detection probability given by the curves of figur,a 5.5,

while one lying p�rpendieular to tt will hav. a higher worst

c as e detection. probability. This. suggests that it might be

desirable to p�rfor. the same sampling operation in the

other r'esolution direction.· Implementation of s\u:·h. a' scheme

would mean sWEleping at half resolution spacing and

temporarily storing, say, each odd inde�ed line of data.

For each incoming e"'e.n indexed line of data, a logical 'OR'"

operatioa could be performed between identi�ally time.

co-ordinated pOSitions in stored and incoming lines, and the

resultin·g single stream would give the required information.

This $amp1ing scheme eould be implemented in the following

man'iler.

1. Sweep at .002" intervals, and

, OR' .

i ioperat on on success ve

perform a logical

serial . pairs of

samples.

2. Temperari1y store each odd indexed line of data.

�. Perform legica1 'OR' oi\·corresponding samples frem

ineeming even indexed line (�n real time), and

stored odd index�d line�

The result would be a sampling p.rocess which. would
. detect

information at .002" spacing, and would re-position it onto

a .004" spaced grid. It should be. nbted that since the

final sample value derived from the values at each of the
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four points is �btained by logie�lly �OR�ing these values,

the
.

orde� i� which ,airs of the four are �OR��d together

does no� affect the result. tf 'OR'ing is performed first

on successive pairs of samples fro. each sweep, the size of

. the temporary storage buffer required is 8 kbits rather than

the 16 kbits that would be required if pairS of

corresponding sam_les fro� successive s.eepa were fi�.�

'OR.'ec!.

Step 1 c�uld be achieved in either of two ways. The

first would be to use the sCanner and timing arrangements· as

they stand, but have a dual faced rotating mirror instead of

a Single faced one. the generated data stream. would simply

be sa.pled at 1 microsecond i'ftterva1s, or at 1 MHz, and the

10gi cal
' OR.' performed b'.tween aue c e s s ive p ai rs d treet1y on

clocking of the seeolld sa.ple of each pair. Storage 0·£

alternate lines of· data would require a synchronously

cloekahle b·uffer of size 8 kbits, or 1024 bytes, together

wi t.h some fairly simple control logic. The third step eou Ld

be achieved by connecting the temporary storage buffer as a

ring b�ffer (or alternatively using a first·ih first-out

stack), and el.ocking it. in synchronis1D with the sampling of

the incoming data stream. The required logical 'OR' could

then be taken on. the next cloek cycle, . and the ineoming

even-indexed line of data. discarded. The signal would then

represent the required samples at .004" spacing. The input

data rate to the computer would not be affected. The second



way requires aiore additional buffer spac.e than .does the

first, but does not require a d�al faced mirror. The mirror

rotation rate would be doubLed, and lines time quantized at

2 Mlh . to I_nerate the s8.•1)1es at .. ·0021l s'Pac·ing a.long the

sweep. The s ereall! at 1 MHz resulting f rOIl.. "OR" ing of

successive serial pairs of samples w�uld b� stored

telllpor.arily, and stored and incoming li.nes similarly "OR"ed.

This has the disadvantage that the final data stream would

be produced at 1 MHz for 8 milliseconds, rather than the

designed. SOO kHz for 16 lIlilliseconds.· Continual input at

this tate is beyond th�· capabilities of the cOmputer, so an

additional buffer of ropghly half a lin� length (that is, 4

kbits, or 256 16-bit words) would be required.

It was decided that in addition to straightfo.rward

sampling at .004" spaCing, partial provision for narrow line

detection wo.uld be made by implementing as an altetnative·

sampling· scheme the logical "OR'ing of suecesaive pairs of

samples at .002" spacing Ln the sweep direction.
.

Section

5.5 of this chapter descibes the hardware consttucted for

this purpose_

5.3.4 Bandwidth of detector and amplifier

If either the de te·ctor, or the de.te e e or amp lif ier, has

a lilll"ited bandwid·th,�. a shaping effect will take place on the

detected pulses. For an input step funCtion, a limited
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ban4width will impose finite rise. and fall times. Depellding

on the.rise and fall time·relatiol1ships, and the· threshold

level chosen for detection, the output s{gnal ·will be

delayed with respect to tbe input, and may be either·shorter

or longer in duration. Although not necessarily the case,

in general the rise and fall times of the detector and

amplifier will be roughly equal. Co·u·sequently, if the

threshold level is chosen at about .. 5.0%. of the signal

amplitude, only a delaying distortion occurs. However, it

has already been noted that depending on spot size, lin6

_idth and other 1e$s quantifiable non-linearittes iri the

system, pulses may vary substantially in .aDrplitude.

Maintaining a constant low th�eshold lev.l means that a

pulse of· smaller amplitude will be foreshortenEld due to the

risEl ti.me tail.

Since it seems desirable to avoid introducing yet

another non-linear�ty into the dete�tion. procElss, thEl

bandwidth of the dete�tor and
.

aJllpli£ier should be

sufficiently large that the pulse shaping effect of rise and

fall times be minimal compar�d with the effects due to spot

size. As it is the difference between delays caused by the

rise and fall times whi�h introduces the undesirable

distortion., it seems . reas onab Ie to ensure that this

difference is of an order of magnitude at ieast l�ss than

the sampling interval of 2 .icrosecollds. An: overall

detect·or and amplifier bandwidth of about 1 MHz· would
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satisfy th�se conditions, and hence seems a reasoriable ai�.

5.3.' Conclusions

Th� preceding four sections suggest that in the

interests of maintaiuing both a fixed de8�ee· of
.

data

integrity, and consistency of resolution, the distorting

effeets of any techniques used to obtain information at a

hig.her spatial resolution th.an that specified be carefully

examined.

The detection probability curves of figures 5.S can �e

used to determine the effect�'of spot widening on w�rst case

line and space detection. However, interpretati.oll· is not

particularly easy if spot diameter variations are to be

investigated. t f the s ample spacing is fixed (a t .004"),

the detection probability of wotst case line. of a specific

width can be plotted for varying spot· diameter. This is

sh�wn ·in figure 5.7, where a line w�dth of .002" was chosen,

this being the minimum width for which detection is·desired.

It can be seen that depending upon the threshold level,

there is a spo.t d.iameter· which gives .maximum widening of

.002" . l.ines. At a 40% thres.hold level, this maximum occurs.

for a spot diameter of approximately .004". For a spot

diameter mllch· greater than .004", worst. case space deteetion

is. very p o ee-. If the spot dia.meter 1s less than • 004�', . line

widening is . not substantial, giving low detection
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probability fQr worst case lift�s of this widtb. In . fact,

with . the optical .

system. u s e d , .• 00.4". was about the minimum

spot diam�ter �bt�in�ble.

o

1

..,..-_.-

2 4 5 7 863·
.

Spot. diameter d . (thousandt.hs of an inch)-

Figure 5.7 Worst ease detection probability-for
line�/spaces of width .002"

It seems that a ieasonable compro$ise is to use a spot

diameter· of .004", and to threshold the signal at

approximately 30% of the maximum. level. This gives. a .75

detection probability for worst case lines of width .002",

and, referring back to figure 5.5 with d/s-l, a detection

probability' of· .72 for worst case spaces of .004"••orst

case lines of width greater than .003M will . always be

detected .. This· ensures that randomly orienta.ted lines of
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width .002" on the map will seldom have connectivity ·brok.n.

The p oss ibili ty of samp ling a t art i.ncreased r e s o Lu tion,

and thresholding nearer to the 50% level should: not be·

ov�rlooked. Sampling at half th. final r�sol�tion grid

spacing in. the swee, dir.ection does not: pose problems, as

described in section 5.3.3, but to do so in the travel

direction �equires additiona1 hardware. To aVoid this, it

might be possible to ellip�icise the spot, with minor axis

in the sweep direction so that resolut:t,on in this direction

is maintained, but the. same argu.e�ts about thresholditl8

still apply, as the intensity distribution along the major

axis of the ellipse would sti1.l be approximately. Ga·ussian.

It seems that some technique, such as spot WObbling along an

axis perpend.icular to the sweep dire<:.tion,. . would be
.

This has the advantage that a. small spot. can be

used, and an intensi.ty profile which is very much squarer in·

nature than a Gaussian is obtained along the axis of wobble.

Spot wobbling could be used in the sweep direction also;

this would av�id the peaky spot intensity profile resulting·

from intermediate sampling. Rowev·er, providing that the

connected detec�ion of lines of width .002" is the only

criterion n01:.m8t by dig1tization at �004", if this can be

achieved by electrical tathe� than mechanical means, this

seellls more attractive.

Based on these considerations, and bearing in mind that
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the system is a davelopmental one and hence. a·vo.iding

un ne ces sary mechanical cOmp lexi �y , it was decided t.h a.t;

sampling at half the original resolution spacing in the

sweep· dire.ction, as an option to straigntforward sa·mpling,

should be implemented. This technique generates .digital

samples at twice th� specified resoluiion. and any

particular logical extract�on of information ma, be

0�taine4J depending on the characteristics of the map sheet,

to 8ener�te the finAl sa.ples placed on a .Q04" grid.

Implementation of this scheme in the sweep direction gives a

degree Of ensuranee of detection of worst case nartow lines

without requi�in8 a very low threshold level, while under

normal operation the inte.rmediate samples would be ignored.

Raving then established the· requirements· of each

section of the. signal processing hardware, the following

sections de�cribe their design .and construCtion in detail •.

5.4 Signal Detection

A PIN photodiode was chosen as a

electrical tran�4ucer. Section

suitable. optical. to

5.3 of this chapter

deterltined that the bandwidth of the detectoT/amplifier

combination. b e :

·greater than 1 MHz; this corresponds to a
'

dete�tor rise time of better than about .200�300 nanoseconds.

The required sensitivity is less easy to d.ete·rmine, as the

absorptivity of the plastic map bed and the transparent
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areas of the map shee�t aad ihe �ffeet .of the diffuse� are

diffic�lt to quantify. A preportien of the. pow·er in the

las er. beam wi1.1 be ref Le c t ad f rem eaeh surf ace � and i.n

particular the cellectien .of the incident pewer .on the

diffuser· will depend upon the the' detecter pesition� within

the dlffu�er� and the nature .of the' diffusive material. The

"

large dynamic range .of a PIN diode, ceupled with its loy

nOise threshold level deteetien per�ormance, make it

electrically 'suitable fer the purpose. Al theu.gh ,a

ph4tomultlplier tube would also be eleetrieal1y. suitable,

the sUla1l physical size of a PIN diede makes i.t very much

m.or .. attractive in the chosen geometry .of map trolley,

reflected .lgna1 path and detectcr position.

In fact a combination .of three diodes within the

diffuser was used. In .order to .obtain better linearity of

response over the entire width of the sweep, in addition to

a centrally placed diode, dicdes w .. re meunted at each end of

the diffuser cylinder. Small bumps in the reflecting

surfaee, and the tilt .of the reflector to keep the detector

out of the path of the incoming beam, cause the· reflected

beam to strike the diffuser aon-eentrally; multiple dicdes

pcsitiened as described improve ·the linearity tc within

acceptable limits.

In .order to obtain a high speed .of response'frc� a PIN

diode, the diode must have a small active surface area.
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Unf6rtunately such � diode is not

detect ion of di ffused 1igh t ,. and

�mp1itu�e l�v�ls will be low.

RP 5082�420' diode was chosen. for

the 1I1'0S t
.

ideal for

consequently signal

The Hevlett�PackaTd

its wide di�eetiona1

sensitivity �haracteristics, and also for its high speed,

high sensiti�ity and low noise properties�

A PIN diode can be operated either under zero bias, or

under reverse bias. Under zero bias it behaves a9 a voltage

source and operates in photovo1taic mode,· while und.. r

reverse bias it operates in photoconductive mode and aets as

a current source. The characteristics of the HP 50a3�4203

PIN diode are given in appendix.. '.8t response requires

that the diode be' operated under 't'everse bias at the

sacrifice of noise performance. Specif ical1y � a load

resistance of less than _bout 100 kohma with low capacitance

is necessary if the rise time is to be less than 200

nanoseconds. Conse·quent1y the photoconductive mode 'of

operation was chosen. A transconducting ••p1ifier is

requited to rerider the generated signal suit�b1e for voltage

thresholding, and this is treated in the following section.

5.5 Signal Amp1ifieati.on

The detector amp11fier must have high gain, ·fast

response and low noise' performance. In addition, since

steady d.c. signal levels may be encountered when the sweep
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runs along a line. on the map, a wideband amplifier is

necessary. The combination of th�se requiremel1ts su,ggesta

that the inpu.t. stage of the amplifier be discrete. Although

hybrid operational amplifiers with input offset and bias

currents of the order of nanoamps are a""ailable, to achieve

a wide band�idth and low noi�e performanc. at high gain is

not feasible. In the eonstru�ted detector, generated

currents were of the order of tens to hundreds of nanoamps,

and for a voltage output of several volts,· a

transconductance of tbe order of 101 is required. In this

section, the design, construction and performance �f the

first stage of the amplifier, which converts the low level

input curr.ent into an eu epu e voltage of reasonable .level,

are described. The fallowing describes

thresholding., and the amplif�ca tion and d. c. level removal

necessary to make the threshold level immune both to thermal
..

drift in the first st.ge, and to the density of the base

material of the map sheet.

The circuit of the first· stage. of the. amplifier is

shown in figure 5.8. A low noise NPM transistor (2M 2484)

was chosen for its ahilit.,. to amplify very. low level

currents. Following this is a voltage gain stage;. a PNP

transist�r (2N 3151) is used so that thermal effects· will

cause opposite d s e , drifts in the first two·· stages; tending

to reduce overall drift. rin8lly an emitter follower

buffers the amplified signal.
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'the wideband noise vs. source resistance .and . noise

figure vs. frequency etirv�s for the input t�ansi�tor are

shown in ap�endix B. In o�der to keep the noise figure

below 1 dB9 a a oue.ee resista.uce of 10-12 kohm was chosen,

and a co11ect.or current of 100 _ic'1'o·am\)s compromises between

bandwidth and noise, giving a ·va1ue fat R3 of 100 kohm. 13

is th. source resi�tance for the second stage transistor;

the noise figure vs. collector current characteristics fQr

this transistor are also shown in appendix B; with

R3 • Rs • 100 kohm, the noise figure is less than 2 dB if:

t e < 10 microamps and less than 1 dB if

·20 microamps. < Ie < 30 microamps. A,ga1n

the· gain bandwidth product high, the

current was chosen at the slight

in order to k.ep

higher collecto·r

eXpense of noise

performance, since for this stage noise i� less critical. A

collector current of appoximately 70 micl'oamps te4uires. a.

collec:tor·resistor of about 100 kohm. This value was also

chosen for the collector resistor of the emitter followe�,

giving a collector current of approximately 100 microaurps.

Adjustment of R2· and the feedback resistor Rf allows the

dampin.g of overshoot and provides for fine· offset b aLan edng ,

In fact R3 was t·rimmed to 94 kohm to bring the d s e , output

offset to zero for no input current.

The amplifier was built on a. ground platte to minimise

noise pickup, and careful power supply bypassing was

employed. The entire first stage was also shielded. Figure
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5.9 shows the performance of the amplifter for a square wave

te.t signal input th�ough a 10 Mohm resist�r, giving an.

input current of. 50 nA. Overshoot damping is dependent on

the' res istance an·d capa'ci tanc.e of the, input s cu r e e ,

Ov:erdam1)ing in.creases the rise and fall ti,.mes of the

ampli£ier, while und.rdamping causes longe� pti�se s�ttling

times. the 'PIN d�odes have a combined reve�se bias

resistance of greater t·han 10 Gobm, and a co.bined

capacitance of about 6 pF; .these.conditions should be .�t

as closely as pos�ible when adjusting for _inimal overshoot.·

Ideally, final trimming sho�ld be performed using a

modulated light source to create a pulsed lnpu� for the

amplifier under its act;ual operating conditions, but·in

practice o.erehoot damping was set to gi.e minimu.n'l s.ignal

rise and fall times without visible dis.tortian, using tbe

s1la1lest achievable laser:8pot diameter ctossing opaque to

transpar.nt b.ounda ri8s.

The constructed amplifier has the· following' measured

characteris t i.cs •

7
Transconductance • 2xlO

Bandwidth' • 2.3 MHz·

Noise at output (grounded input) • 0.6 mV rm8

Signal to noise' ratio (for· 25 nA rm8 �itput) - 30 dB
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Figure 5.8 1st stage of deteetl)r amplifier

(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 5.9 Detector amplifier test performance
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5.6 Threshold Detection

It was· decided th.at the threshold. level for

digitization of the analogue signal should be indepertdent of

the steady d.c. voltage signal level for two reasons.

First, ona problem encountered when a discrete fi�s� stage is

used for signal amplificat·lon is that the d.c. output level

varies with temperature. .BeQause the transconduQtance gain

is so high, this d�c" sh·ift c an be· appreciable compared

with the signal level, and this makes maintaining an exact

threshold level difficult if the signal 1s d.c. coupled.

Secondly, the opaque density of map sheets can v.ry

depending on the base material thickness and type� Since

the diodes are capable of detecting extremely low light

leve ls" a less dense sheet int roduces a small. d. c. of fset;

the threshold level should be independent of this.

As noted earlier, it is con�enient to have a

d s e , signal available for· static adjustments, .but under

normal operating conditions this is not necea$ary.

Therefore the· following method was used to· make the

threshold level independent of the d.e. component of the

signal. An intermediate· gain stage is used to bring the

signal level to about Iv maximum, following which a buffer

amp.lifier isolates a passive low-pass filter· from the

intermediate stage. This filter tracks the d.c. component

of the Signal, provided that no appreciable energy is
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contairted in the signal pulses representing light

transmission through the map sheet. As the pulses occur on

average infrequentl1 over the sweep, and not at all for 3/4

of the sweep cycle time, this is in fact the case. This

d.c. voltage can then be subtracted fro� the d.c. signal to

generate the required signal which can then be amplified to

a level suitable for thresholding. Keeping the signal

amplitude after the intermediate stage to about Iv maximum

ensures that even for d.c. drifts of several times the

Signal amplitude, no clipping will occur.

possibility of scanning map sheets of

This allows the

variable base

densities without hardware adjustment.

amplifiers, with a unity gain-bandwidth

LM 318 operational

product of 15 MHz

were used, and trimming capacitors control overshoot.

Actual threshold detection can now be made with respect

to a fixed reference level. This level is significant as

far as signal integrity is concerned, and is hence

adjustable. The amplified pulses represent a measure not

just of the width of the line on the map, but also of the

laser spot characteristics as described in earlier sections

of this chapter. Hence the threshold level represents some

non-simple measure of the instantaneous signal level at

which the system is to specify a recorded mark on the map.

Due to the large number of influencing factors involved,

adjustment of this level must be made according to the

characteristics of the data being scanned.
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A� LM 311 COlll1)A.ratorw.as us·ed for thre.shold detection.

ltystere.sis was ·employed to improve noise i.m.uni ty, as the

coltl'parator is capable o f :

.. ch ang f ng output state for very

small i�put voltage changes. The resulting digital si�nal

stream musi be transm�tt�d over coaxial cabl. to the time

quantization circuitry mounted at the computer interface.

tTL drivers were used for this pur.pose, and a buffer

inverting gate isolates the comparator and 10. level signal

circuitry from the relatively high switcbing· currents used

by the drivers. In fact, it was found that even with

stringent power supply bypassing, the switching transients

due to the drivel=s caused power supply spikes, and

unnacceptable degradation of the anarog signal, and it was

necessary to use a separate power supply for the drivers.

The driver chip was also mounted off the ground plane.

'igure 5.10 shows the complete signal d.cection,

amp lif iea tion and digi tizacion ci reui.cry t while figures

S .11 (a) and (b) show its ground plane construction, complete

with deteetor diodes and diffuse�. Sereenibg was removed

for the photographs. ;Performance· of each stage of this
-.

circuitry in actual scanning is S·hOWll in· the final section

of this. chapter, and examined more carefully in chapter 8.
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(a)

. (b)

Figure 5.11 Signal detector/amplifier board
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5.7 Time Quantization

The base 500 kRz sample rate is derived from the 1 MHz

crystal coritrolled tlock which generates. the time base for

the entire system. The samples are taken by cloeking a

syncbl:'onoas flip/flop on the positive going edge of the

500 kltz clock s�gnal, an.d the output· is accepted into the

serial-eo-parallel converter and buffel:' (d.scribed in th�

following chapter). on the negative going edge of t.he same

signal to ensure a determinate state at the output.

Included as a switchable option is the time

\..
quantization of successive serial pairs of samples taken at

1 microsecond ·inte�v�ls. Again. in order to avoid any

indeterminate states occurring due to sampling the output of

a f1iplflop too close in time to a state change, the

inverted 1 MHz clock signal·!s used to generate two sampling

frequencies of 500 kHz which are then 90 degrees and 270

degrees respectively out of phase with the base sampling

frequency of 500 kHz descYibed above. The logical IORI. of

the l:'esult of these sampling operations is directed to the

input of the base SOO kHz sampling flip/flop. This then

means that resulting single. sample effectively

represents the central point between successive serial

pairs.
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Figure 5.12 Logic to ��rform time quantiz�tion

Figure 5.12 shows the logic circuitry con�tructed to

perform time quantization. Figure 5.13(a) demonstrates

straightforward sampling on a data stream, while figure

5.13(b) shows the timing sequence for the sampling logic e e
:

implement su·ceessive serial pa1.rs sample combining, and the

result of this sampling on the same data stream. In the

follow�ng section, results of both types of samplin� on

actual scanned.data are shown. the time quantization 10�ic

was constructed on the interface· board, the layout of which

is given in appendix B.

(
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Figure 5.13 Dat. strea1ll sampling under direct
and alternative sampling schemes
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5.8 Summary·

This eh�pter has described the hardware signal

p�ocessi.g required for the generation of a synchro*oas

digital pulse styeam that can be r.constructed into a matrix

to represerit the scanned map sh.et in a non-exact manner�

This· non-exactness has been examined� and the signal

processing method and eircuitry designed to minimise its

undesirable aspects, while m�king use of some of its

features,. have been �escribed. Having obt�ined a se�ial

synehronOus data stream, the next step is to pass this data

to the computer through the 16 bit parallel 1/0 port

described in chapter 3. The hardware and software neeessary

to dO this are d�scrib.d in the following ehapter�
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6. INTE1FAC§ BETgEEN SCANNlR AND CO�PUTJlj.R

6.1 Introduction

The interface hardware accepts the time quantized

serial pulse stream from the �canner and con�e�ts it into

16 bit parallel form suitable for entry to the computer. It

also handles all necessar,.control and �ynchronisin* signals

both to operate the acanner, and to pass the data to the

computer. the interface software receives the incoming data

upon hardware genetated request, .nd traasfet$ it through

memory to a cbosen storage medium (disk or magnetic tape).

In addition, fu.rther software supervises and. c.ontrols the

scanning proc.ss. The software" structure is such that other

use can be made of the computer while scanning is in

progress.

This chapter is divided into three main sections. The.

first· examines the factors which govern the. design of the

interface hardware and software, while the second gives

details of the interface hardware; namely, the buffering

and e cn e e e f ci rcui try. The third .ection describes· the

sof tware .• orga'nisation developed to eeae r e t ·the scanner and

handle the incoming data.
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6.2 Fa�tors Govern�ng Interface Design

The int�rface hardware must be designed to epeiate in

cenjuD.ctiQR with the seftware su ch that data throughput. is

con�inuous during the scanning pToce�s. Facility must. be

provided, either in hardware or softw·.re, to ensure that

delays in computer. response d.o not t:esult in a 108·S of data.

These delays can be of two. types; first, the short delay in

response frolll an input routine currently with con�rol of the

p r e c e s s e-r ! and secondly, longer delays caused by

interfet:ence from other processes taking plaee· in the

computer.

Facility for accolllodating the firs� type of delay iri

response time must be provided 1ft the interface hardware;

specifieally, by the provision of some small buffering

capacity, togeth·er with aU.itable cO'ntrol signals' to. handle

data transfel"' between the interface attd memory in a

handshake mallner. However, ·so. accomodating the longer

response·de.lays would require an excessively deep buffering

capacity. This would be unsatisfactory not only on a ees e

basis, but also in that delays .in response caused by

operating system . overheads can of t.en be of the order of

several milliseconds, rather than microseconds, and it would

be impractical to attempt to temporarily store the. data

generated during this time. Consequently' it seems more

attractive' to eliminate such delays 'by software means if
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possible, u.ing both the routine running priority stru�tu�e

of the operating.system, 'and any other necessary blocking of

iitterf ering proeesse.s during the da.ta .collection cycle. the

followin� two· sub-sections look more �pecific.lly at the·

hardwa re an d sof tware requi rement s for. acco1ll0da ting or

preventing each of the .two types of delays de�eribed above.

6.2.1 Accom,odation of short computer response delays

Data samples are generated serially at the rate. of one

every 2 microseconds. the most straightforward apptoach to

performing a serial-to-parallel conversiot'l would b. to. use a

set of shift registers, and simply enter data to the

computer· every 16 samples. 'ft'owever, chi.s requires that the

computer mUllt be able to reepond to an input reque'st within

two _i'croseconds; it is .ot realistic to expaet this fiom a

program controlled input 1'Ileehanis.. Clearly. some form of

temporary storage is necessary,' at least to staTe .ott. word

while the next is being generated.' This �ould give the

computer 32 lIli cros econds .

- to respond t which is quite.

feasible. (In £aet tests showed that' with a minimum of

software overhead, the input routine could. handle one word

in appro�ima�ely 19 micrOseconds.) Although •• ingle word of

storage (such as a set of 16 registers) would be sufficient

to' deal with short. response delays, .it turns out from

requirements described in the next section that a buffer' at

least
.

several words dee� is necessary. Consequently it was
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decided th�t a li word deep fi�st-i� first�out (FIFO) stack

should be used. for the, comb ined
.

purposes of

is described in detail in section. 6.3.1. and the necessary

control signa·1 ge!li�rating logic .to perfor. da.ta transfer in

section 6.3.2.

6.2.2 Accomodating and prevent.iug operating sY81:.m delays

As with most multi-user single· proce$sor· operating

systems, RSX��lM uses a defined hardware and soft.are

priori�y structure to deter·lIline where colt.trol of the·

processor is. held at any time. Bardw�re interrupts have a

.priori ty higher· than. any ·so£ twa·re priOrity ..

·

and these

interruptS are processed by transferring cont�ol to an

interrupt service routine .hich executes at a high software

priority. Consequently a run�ing task. can at any time be

briefly suspended for the processing of a
.

b.rdware
.

int e.rrup e , By convention, service r·outine processing time

is usually limited to less than 100 microseconds1 further

.required proc·es:sing is pe·r·formed at a low:er priority b1 a

subsidia.ry task set up fro.1Il the service routine. Providing

the guidelines for. I/O driver operation are adhered to,

delays· during the running of a high priority task should not

be longer than about 100 ,.aicroseconds, and usually would be

shorter. Since it is desirable to operate' ·within th�se

guidelines,
.

the interface buffer should be capable of
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accomodating d�lay9 of up to 100.micr0ge�6nds.. This �e�ns

temporary st�rage of 3 or 4 WO�d9 (as a word is generated

�very 32 microseconds), with one additional· woid to

.

accomodate.· the short· software res:poD.$.e delays· described in

the previo.us sub-section. A 16 word deep lIrO stack· meets

this re<tuirement with a comfortable safety. margin.

Uowe.er, there is another type of
.. system delay. which

can cause appreciable braaks in th� running of a task. This

is. caused by the runnin·g of other tasks at a· priority ab·ove

that of t·he data input task. Care can be taken that the

priority of the input task is set· higher th�n that of any

other user tasks, but there is still a,problem with the·

operating sy"stem task which keeps track of task priori:t.ies

and dete�mines where control of the proces$or resides. This

scheduling task comes· iIi once a second, ·as det1u:mined by an

interrupt derived from the 6·0 Hz line frequ·encYl'· It scans

all issue.d task requests and priori ties, and establishes a

scheduling order. If a large number of tasks are waiting to

tun, this scheduli�g can take up to. s�veral. milli.e�onds;

this· would be an unacceptably long delay in.the data input

process. Since data input occurs for a period of 16

milliseconds over the. 6.4 lIlillisecOild cycle time·,: on average

one such task sche4uling would take place dtiring each data

input sweep.
. It w.as decided that· the easiest way to avoid

loss'of data was to prevent the scheduling from taking p·lace

during the data colle�tion �eriod. this can be achieved �y
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simply disabling the l�ne clock in�errupt at the start of a

s1teep, .and re-enablin,g it aft�r,c:ollection 1s �ompleted.'

,Sin�e cnlt on. �chedul!ng 6peration'in, four is prevented,

disturbance to other computer users is, n·ot serious. ntis

procedure, and the net:essary support 'software to make it

possible, are 4escribed in section ,6.'4 of this chapt�r.

6.3 Interface Hardware

The interface hardware handles data throughput by

providirtg a serial �a�a s�nk t� the scanner, and a �a�al1el

data source to the computer., Control logic looks after the

timing of this operation, and in addition allows the proc�ss

'of scanning a map sheet to he automatically performed tinder

program control� The follo�ing two sub-sections describe

the buffer and control logic in detail.

6.3.1 Interface buffer

A first-in first-out ,(FIFO) buffer 'allows asynchronous

data input and ou tput, op eration.s. A Fairchild TTL,

macrologia 9403 '16 words, by four bit's', chip was ,chosen as,

b.ing SUitable for the' purpose; four such chips are

requ�red for a 16 bit word. Data can .180 be removed

serially from, this chip, leaving open the pO$sibility of

USing a high speed serial' cOlllputer input' line with only

minor modifications. One other feature of the buffer
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S e -ructute is that it can easil, be ch ang e d .e 0 iDa�e the

outpgt 8 bits in parallel. �his would make it part�cularly

suitable for use with. a fast dedicated �ictoprocesso�

controlled magnetic tape drive�

Upon receivi�g 16 bits of data� the. FIFO .generates a

data ready signal which can be used di�ectly as a request to

the computer. T·ransfer of data to. the output re.gister of

the stack add output enabling are perfo�med direc�ly by the

return a.cknowledge signal from the computer, and .da e a ·is

then available oli the DRII-C input regist., lines.

Additional control signals required for 'IFO operation a�e

generated by the contro,l. logic described in the following

section.

6.3.2 Control logic

C·ontrol signals of two types are required. Fir·st, the

process of data transfer to th. DRII-C 1/0 port re�uires·

standard flagging signals, and sec·ondly, if the .o·verall

s c anne r
"

operation is to be automatic, facility for starting

and stopping the· moto·rs and the data collectio� process must

be· provided.· It was mentioned in chapter 4· that the DR11-C

interface cons�sts of three .16 bit registers; an input·

register� an· output regi�ter, .nd a control and status

re.gister (CSR). The CSR. has· two ou tgoing £ lag litles and. two

incoming request lines. These request lines can be used as
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interrupts if required, brit.· need, not be. The. flag and

req uest line.s ate .,' sui tab le f o r da ta t r.ans f er hands hak ing,

while th� output register can ba used for' .the essentia�ly

static overall control sigrtals. Figu re 6.1 shows. the

sehema.tic structure of the DRtl-C I/O 'port, with request and

flag lines shown,

Figure 6.2 shows the logic constructed to perform the

control functions described below. Gate identification .i.s

consistent with board layo�ts given in appendix B. In

ehapter 4 the start-of-sweep (50S) and start-o£-line (sot)

dete�tors wete described. The SOS Signal is' used to

generate an interrupt re(ues� to the compute�, via bit 15

(lEQ B) of the CS.� The interrupt r�quest flip/f10p (D1), is

reset by· the interrupt acknowledgement·sent under program

control Via bit 0 of the CSR. the SOS signal is also used

to teset the FI'O stack (Ma). The SOL signal gates the

system clock to start the data quanei2Ation (on tha positive

gOin! edge) and synchronous filling of the stack (on the

negative going edg�). Clock gating is achieved by means of'

a monostable (M2)··with a time constant slightly longer than

the ti ... taken to input a line of data. This obviates the

need for an end-of-line detector; line length is determined

by the number of words accepted by thesoftwate, which 'can

be an, entered variable.
"

(This. means that" maps of variable'

size. can be a c anned without re-positiotling and al.igning an

end-of·line· detector, as would be necessary unless large
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quantities of off·map data were collected.) As. sucees�lve

words of· 16 bits £all through· ·the st ack , the data ready (REQ

A) and acknowledging output clocking (eSRl) signals control

data transfer t� the cO$pute�. At the end of a line (as

determined by the line length specified yhen init�atlng the

eeanning), the data ready signal is. simply i8nor�d by the

in.put rout.lne, and a t the end of t.he lIo'nostabl,e timing

p e rLod ,
. c},ocking is gated out. '(.lher. necessary, buf·fers or

moiostables are us.d to avoi4 pOssible uncertain st�tes due

to spikes on the DRll·e ·.line.s. (Even with careful'

grounding, cross-talk between lines was encountered.) The

logic is d.esigned to prevent ·latch ...up in any particular.

state caused by unsynehroriised timing conditions such as

program initiation a.t some c:I,"1tical p has e of the collection

sweep.

The ol'eration of the input and. the output sectious of

the interface board ean be te'sted separately, eic,he'r by

rUl1ning coupled to .the s e ann e r generated signals but

disconnected from the coml)uter, or by runnin.g with a test

input prog�am. Appropri�te test points are provided on the

interface board. In fact the t1nt8 quantization circuitry,

the frequency di�idtng circuitry and. TTL drivers to send

8i811als to the scanner over coaxial.cable wer� built onto

the interface boards. Appendix a Contains details of board

layout and wiring.



6.4 Software nesign

the control and operational software is designed to

iIlinimise. the effect of·the erttire scanning process on other

users of' the computer. T.o this el'td, three' se-para.te pr'ograms

are used. The scan input progra. SCAN is responsible for

�cceptin� d�ta from the'�R1I-C 1nterface and writing it ou�

to disk or �agnetic tape. As noted earlier, data collection

only takes pla.ce during one quarter of each sweep period,'

and the start of each data collection period is marked by an

interrupt. The interrupt service p'rogram (INTRUP) <l.etects

this interrupt� and allows SCAN to take contr�l of the

processor for the data collection int.rval� The .control

prog·ram (CON:'l'RL) co�ordinates the s canning operation. I t is'

written' in Fortran, and can be user modified as required.

CONTRL initiates the other programs; necessary In£orliation

is passed to SCAN, and ret·urn. il1forma tion back' to' CONTRL.

Support software to allow SCAN and I�TRUP to

cOllmunicate with the l)Rll-C port is. also required, but it

can be installed within the computer's operating system and

hence be transparent to the user. In the following

sections, the schematic lo�ical flows of each �rogram are

giv.n, along with more detailed' descrtptio�s of their

operations.
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6.4 e
.
1

.

Se.an input program SCAN

SCAN performs two basic operations; first to transfer.

data .f��tIl the. nall-C int.rfaee to _e*or,; and. second1" to

write· tllis data from m.mory to some temporary storage

.edium� such as disk or tape.

Th. process. of receiving data from the Dlll-C is

ini ti.ated by an e·vent flag set by !NTRUP. As d·escri.bed

earlier, the first action of SCAN is 'to disable the line

clock interrupt to keep control of the processor. The

program then waits until it receives

from th-e int·erface. control logic,

a data ready signal

and upou doiug so,

acknowledges it and reads a word' of data' from tbe inpQ.t.

register into lle1l10.ry. This continues until it has a(:cepted

the required number of lines .of· d.ata (passed to 1-t initially

frolll CONTllL), after which it becomes dormant until t.he next.

setting of the event flag by INTRUP. During this input

aequ'ence, it' is possible that a fault might. occur (£.01'

e�amp1e,.a connection break or hardware failure) that would

leave the program continually waiting �or a data ready'

re�uest. As the line clock is 'at this s�age disabled,

recovery of tonero1 of the processor from SCAN would not be

possible,. To· avoid .this, some £ orm of ch eck .mus t be made

wi t.h in the wait loop, and an exit prOVided, incorporating

re-enab1ing 6f the line clock interrupt. This check could

be time based, Or a counter could be' ineremetu;ed and ex.it
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perfo�med if a s��cified co�n� were ixce�ded. To miilil1l:ise

.

software· overhead.,. a simple ch ack of. the computer's· switch

registei is �ad.; ·i£ a value of 1 1s loaded into the

register by the operator. exit and he�ce ree_very is

achieved.

The s.econd operation performed by S·CAN is to transfer

data from memory ee some temporar.y storage location 011 disk

or magnetic tal'e. It is not possible to write out each litle

of data individually to disk. or tape as it comes.in,o

memory, as disk access times and· tape start uP. times are

longer than the 48 milliseconds available between sweeps.

Consequently larger amount. of d.ata must be written out in a

$ing1e continuous operatiou, and a dual buffering �ystem

used when inputting data t� .emory. A buffer size of.

8 kwords was c.hosen; such a buffer can: be written to either

tape or· disk in less than hale 'the time taken to fill up the

secOnd buffer, leaVing a subst�nti�l safety margin� Writing

takes. place under control of the device driver about once a

second, and the processor need only transfer to t�e driver

the address in memory of the buffer to be written .out.

Finally, SCAN also k.eps a record of da.ta transfer

operations. This is in ·the form of �!O status codes

generated by the system software after an I/O operation. has

taken· place t descr.ibing the. success or otherwise of the

transfer, and. the size of the data blOCk transfered. If a
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dat� transf�r. error o�curs, its position and d.tails ean

thus be determined. After writing this. informa�ion out to

disk, SCAN activates CONTlt and sends.the disk address at

which th�. 1/0 status buff�r is �ritten, so thae it can be

checked from CON1lL. Figure 6.3 giv'� th� logical flow �f

SCAN,. "hile the c;omplete program listing· is given· in

appendix C.

6.4.2 Interrupt proceSS program INTIUP

The purpose of IITIUP is to recognise the start ot a

sweep cycle, and indirectly· allow e on c r.o L of the processor

to be taken by SCAN. This is achieved by setting a system

event flag and declaring a significant syste� eVent; the

effect of such a de�laration Is that the scheduler

deterlllines which tasks, if any, are waiting to become active

perHUng the setting of the event flag. SCAN leaves. itself

in sueh a state after· a 16 millisecond data collectiori

interval, and can thus proceed to take control of the

processor for the next 16 millisecond period. The· minimal

size, and non-consequential function of INTRUP, mean that it

can quite safely be permanantl, installed in th� operating

software if re�uired. It can also be used as a. manual or

automatic interrupt detector.for stepping through hardware

or software development. testing· or debugging routines.

Figure 6�4 sbows . tbe logical flow of U1TRUP, while the

progl'a. listing is given in appendix C.
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Figure 6.3 Logic�l flow of·SCAR
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Figure 6.5
Logical flow of CONTRL
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6�4.3· Control program CONTRL

The se�nnirt� op�ratiort is initiated bj CONTRL.

lnformation. lIhieh must be transfered ee SCAN, such as th.e

size .0£ the map to be scanned (line length· and num.ber of

lines), and the storage medium (disk aT tape),· is input

throu�h CONTRL and passed to SCAN. While scannin'S is taking

place, CONTRL is dor1!lant, and can be checked ou t of m·eniory

onto disk to allo� fuller use of memory by Other users.

lofhen sca""ning is completed, CONTRL is brought back by SCAN

and information eonce�niag the running of the op�ratlon 1�

returned to it, as described in section 6.4.1. Figure 6.5

shows the logical flow of. CONTa!., and the l'rogra.iIl listlrtg is

given in appendix C.

6.4.4 Support software

The extent to which the deSign of the· system is

dependent on the com,uter's soft.are operating system was

pointed out in earlier sections. Because of this, it 1s

worth briefly describing the support soft�are necessary to

run the process. In order tha.t INTRUP and SCAN can

cOlllllu'llicate directly with the DR11-C interface, the address

of the DlUI-C registers must be defined. This can be d·one

within a progratn segment, but this imposes· size and

structure·limitations·on the program. Better is to create

what is known as a deVice common area at the required
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lo�ation in �emury; named. re8i�ters with iheir physical

addresses. defined in this area.are then accessable to any

program which is linked to t.he area. the common area is

bu 11 t by the 1) rogralll DCOM. Another p togram, SCOM, bu i1e!'s a .

similar area t:e allow access to the linE! clock interrupt

register and the compui�T'S· switch register (u�ed for a

software trap in case of an eTr:er conditi9n occurring. _hile

the line clock is disabled).

Further support software includes progratits to display

scanned data on various types of display systems, and other

data handling programs. Because of the large volumes of

data involved, an image .processor display system was· f.ound

particularly useful f·or visually examining· SCanned maps.

Data display routines, along with approl'riaee subroutines to

pack and. unp aek data, and other programs to transfer data

between disk and tape, are nOt included in this thesis.

6·.5 Summary

The preceding sections of this chapter describe the

hardware and software structure used to transfer data

generated by the scanner onto a temporary storage medium

(disk or tape). This da�a is in raw raster for�; a bit

value of '1' means that a line or. mark on the map was

encountered at this point; other�ise a '0' 1s recorded.

Successive words represent serial groups of 16 bits. Figure
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6.6 summarises in block form the overall interface

structure. The scanner h�rdware· is also included for

cO.1Il!)1eteness.

loThi.le the data could be se o r e d : directly in it.s·

generated form, it turns· out that for most types of map

sheet data, a direet raster format ha$ a substantial degree

of reduridancy� The following ch.pter looks at software

methods of reducing the total data volume .1:0 render it tn·ore

suitable for permanant storage.
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7. SOFTWARE DATA PROCESSING

7.1 Introduction

The sc�nning process described in prev�ous chapt�rs

result� in a digital descript�on of a �.p sheet such that

eVery stored bit represents directly. information obtained

about small areas of' the map. centred on resolut·ion grid

.oints. Software processing is performed on this data for'

one or both of t.o reasons- First, storing the data in this

form is not particularly efficient; if a long run. of �eros

oecurs, essentially no information tate. u� con.1derable

storage space. Some metbod of reducing data redundaney is

requl red if ras e er data is to be Ii tored 4i re.ct ly •.. S.-.condly,

as pointed out in chapter 1, the data may be required in

vector form. For most types of eartographie data,

representation in vector form results in a more compact data

set than .when in raw raster form. In.addition, it is

possible that the first step of the vectorization proc*ss,

that of liae thinning, might'be performed on raster data if

line widths are not to be retained.

In this chapter, the first of these processes, �hat of

data coding. is looked' at in some detail, after which

vectorization processes are briefly outlined.
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7.2. Coding of lastar Data

7.2.1 Requirf!ments of a coding scheme

. Although data .. compaccion is the purpose fot" which

coding is performed, a su.itable coding scheme need not

necessarily optimally en�ode the data. Mo�e important is

that it be a fast process, and that th. reVerse process of

decoding also be fast. In addition, .it is desi�able tbat it

be possible to perform coding .and decoding in a high level

language (specifically Fortran), to. make·' t'he data.

universally usable.

Scanned data coisists of a serial string of bits,

arranged in 1tords of 16 bits in size, which·can be segmil!nted

at appropriate points to teconstitute individ�al sweep�

across a map. Data is. generally characterised by fairly

long strings of '0' bits, representing spa�es between lines,

followed by shorter strings of '1' bits, representing the

crossing of lines. Run length encoding ts' particularly

suited to this type of data. Provided the average length ot

a run of like.bits is greater than the number· of. bits

required to descJ.'ib.e that number;· compaction is achieved.

T.his suggests that .the statistics of map data in rastet

fotm be investigated in order first that a suitable run

length encoding scheme can be chosen, and secondly that the
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eomp ac t i9n aeh iev.'ed by app lying s uch a scheme to. a va tiet,.

of map sheet da ta sets can be as tima ted. . 'the following

section _akes such an investigation, and in section 7 .. 2.3;

the limitations imposed.by the 1:'equiretnent that coding be

performable in a high level language are. evaluate.d.

7�2.2 Statisti�al ·basis for coding

If a sqitable �odina scheme is to be chosen, so�e

·inf91:'ma·tion about the likely ze.ro ... run and one"'run ·lengths is

requi1:'ed. These lengths will depend upon map sheet

characteristics, but to some extent have a measura of

predictability. More specifically, the leng�h of tero-runs

will dep end on the ty�pe of map (contours, eulcure, drainage

etc.), the nat�re of the lines ou the map. (for
. exaUlple,.

contours are;usually aligned eo some extent and spaced apart

in a non-random lIanner), and the angle at which a sweep. C:ut.s

the linese Similarly, the lengths of one-runs will depend

on the above factors, but rather. on the line width than

spacing. If the map sheet area is sufficiently large, the

angle at which lines are cut can be assumed to be on average

random, suggesting· that, for example, . the probability

distributi6n �or the occurrence of lengths of one-runs could

.

t.o some degree be prediete.d�. 't.he fact that lines are oft·en

nearly parallel for reasonable proportions of their lengths

suggests that if the zero-rUn lengths and the one�run

lengths are represented by discrete variables, these
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va�iables will not be entirely iIldependent.

A th�rough approach to ch�osing a sui�able coding

scheme woull involv� using -.1' sheets te�resentative of

various t,pes of cartographic information to getterate

histograms of the relative frequencies of occurrence of

specified pairs of successive runs of zeros and ones.. If a

distribution of known �haracteristics could then be found to

well approximate the ·ereque�cy hi�t08rams for each type of

map . sheet by varying only the parameters of the

distribution, coding efficiencies under any specified coding

scheme could be calculated for encountered ranges of these

parametric variations. TO get an ind�cation of· the

feas�bilitT of. such an approach, data sets fro* contour�

culture and drainage.map sheets were examined. These data

sets were obtained by scanning tbe three map sbeets sho"n in

chapter 8, figures 8.8�l, 8.9.1 and 8.10.1� A two

diaens ional set of bins was cons e ru c ted, and eun. length

.

pairs (a run length pair· consist.$. of a zeto ... run lengtb· and a

one-run len�th) we�e binned according to tbeir lengths.
. .

Since the lengtb of a run that can be represented· by n·

binary bits is given by 2ft_l, bin boundaries were set at

these valu es for n-t ,.15. Figure 1.1 shows tbe result ing. two·

dimensional relative freqtiency histogra�s in tbe form of
. .

.

profiles along tbe zero-run length axis, for eacb one-run

length bin. number. Bin numbers correspond to the exponent

1\
of the upper ·limi t of the·· bin, given by: 2 -1 t and hence the
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run length measure is 199arith_ic. The histogram profiles

of figure,7.1(a) are for the contour map she.t, those of

7.l(b) for the cultura� sheet, and those of 7�1(c) for the

draina�. sheet� Individual p�ram�ters for z��o��un lengths

artd one:'"'t'un lengths , were also calculated, as were

correlatibrts between the two. These parameters are

8 ull11na r i sed in tab 1e 7. 1 •

Map sheet Contour Culture Drainage,

Area of sheet (sq. inches) SO SO 50

Raw data volume (kwords) 16 16 16

Total no .' of run pairs 50231 5521,3 7152
.,

Zero-runs · Meaft 59.3 53.2 436.5·

St. Dev. 235 300 ,634

One-runs · Mean 3.3 3.8 3.3·

St. nev. 2.9 4.1 3.1

Correlation coefficient 0.02 -0.02 -0.08

Table 7.1 SummarY of'raster map data statistics

It can be seen that the data sets have far from urtiform

charact eris,t ics. The double peak in the culture sheet

profiles is due to the fact that roads are re,�esented by

parallel boundary lines, 'the s�ace' between' these lines

giving r�se to the low �ero-run length peak. As 'these

lengths are small, the average 1s not greatly' affected, but

the standard deviation is high. The drainage sheet 1s



lairly . spar�e, and the total data volume is hene� small.

The pronounced pe ak for m-12 re·f Le c t s the fact that over

much of t'he she.et,
.

a single group of linea is the only da ta

encoun t ere.d.

It was deelded that to perform � comprehensive an�lysis

of .the statistics of ras ter represented map data was beyond

the scope of this work. .Rather a more practical approach to

codiug A si�ple methQd. largely

determined by convet'1iauce for use with a high level

language, and with a minimum of calc�lative overhead was

chosen, and its compacting performance for· each of the data

s�ts illustrated in this section was calculated. the

follow'1ng section des'cribea' this coding scheme, .4'nd th .•

method of applying it to data frotn a full map sheet. In

.

addi tion, th.e storage pen.alt ies incurred by. making it uaab le

entirely with a high level language are inve_tigated.

7.2.3 Coding method

If coding 'and decoding are to be performed .in .. high

level language at high speed, run lengths must be.

rep res e.nt ed by· di rectly address ab Ie volumes; that is, bytes

or words. tach coded entry consistS' of a pair of numbers,

one representing·the zero-run length, and one representing

the· One-run length. Since run lengths longer than 255 occur

infrequently, it was decided. that a 16 bit word should be
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used e.e represent each run pair. If an 8 bit byte i.s used

to represent each run� runs are then directly addressable.

An equally. simple run ·length eneoding sch�me records. a count

of th� namber of .suecessive zeros occurring before e�ch one;

this resll1ts in a total number of entries equal to the to.ta1

number of ones. Preli_lnary investigation showed that this

me thod yi.elds. an expa'Rs ion rather than. a compress ion of the

data repr.senting map sheets, dlle to the frequent oecurrence

of multiple ones� Consequ.�tly it was not investigated

further .•

To prevent the possibility that a· Single error (for

example, as might be encountered when reading·data from

tape) should be .cumu1ative� it was decided that data should·

be encode� in chunks. A '0' w6rd, which �ou1d neVer be

genera�ed under.n�rmal coding� was used· to sig�ify the start

of a new chunk of data, and the following word was set aside

as an information word for specific user applications. (For

example, a· specific value could indicate that the data for

that 11ne was coded using a 16-bit wo�d for each run length

if that chunk had a predominance of long runs.) A churik

could be simply a line of data, or if prefer�ed, an area.

Although retrieval of data from disk is faster if done

s�quentta1lYt as it 1s written onto disk line by line,

e od t ng
:

by areas has t·he attraction that if sect.ions of the

map are to·be edited or displayed, retrieval of that section

is simpler and faster. Areas 512 e1ements square are
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sui, table since this is the size t)f most display.. screens.

The volume occupied by uncoded data repr�senting an area 512

elements square. is 16 kwords; this is as large a volu·me as

can comf ott ab ly be handled in memory. if ·some form of

processin. is to be performed on the data. .The co-ordinated

poaition of .�ch area on the mal' sheet can be r.gistered in

the word following ihe z�ro word. If a particular eh�nk

size and shape were decided upon, data structures on di$k

could be modified to optimise' data transfer times.

Line orientation has very definite ti;'ends over localised

areas. This suggests that compactions will be highly

dependent on scanning direction. This was found to, be the

case, but the added p.rogramllling .complexity. and time penalty

.. incuri-ed in firs t de termining, the. di rec.t·ion f or which' mOIl.t

efficient e omp act i 011 occurs, and then possibly

re-manipulating large amounts of data, would make it

unattractive to 'make use of this feature, unless storag.e

volume were at � premium.

The coding. sche.me .
is not particularly . efficient at

descTibing runs of longer than 255 elements. Since most

such runs will be zero-runs, it could be that. using a larger

bit field' to represent the zero-run than. that for the

. one-run would r'esult in a more
.

efficient coding' method.

This might require an assembly'language subroutine to code

and decod_, though a simple. magnitude test and subtraction

could be
.
implemented

.

in a high level language to add one
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extra hit to tha zero-run field. To examine .the ,os�ible

gain 'in c·ompaction efficiency u'sing such a s eh aae , storage

vo lumes and ·hence coding com:p ac t ions e b e aJ,.ned when· u s ing a

p-bit �.ro·run field, and a q�bit one-run field (where

p+q-16) were calculated for each of the three data sets of

the p%evious section. Figure 7�2(a), (b) and (c) shows

curves of compaction factors obtained for 1'.1,15 for

contour, culture and,drainage map s�eets respectively. It

can be seen that the possible gain in compaction by

. in.creasin.g the zero-run bit field is small for each of the'

contour an.d culture sheets, though for the' �rainage sheet

which has larger areas of no information, . there is a

significant ln�rease. However, o!erall'compaction fo� this

sheet is fairly high, and its· coded data �olume low;

overall th·e increase in storage volume 1s small.' Based· on

these compactions, it was deCided that the s'imple coding

scheme USing one byte to rep.resent each tun length should be

implemented. One a'ddition.al advantage of having .equal

zero-run and one-run bit fields is that maps scanned' in

positive form can be equall� well coded without changiag the

scheme, and further, sheets with large shaded areaS can al�o

be fairly efficiently coded •

.
It was' not intended that this codi�g scheme. should. in

any way optimallY.encode map sheet data; r·ather the intent

was to compact the original raster data in s ueh a way that

decoding is simple and rapid, while. still achieving a
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reasonable degree of compaction. The coding s'cheme was

implemented 1ti Fortran, and d�ta was transfe1'r.e4. from

uncoded form on disk to c·oded form on magnetic tape. Co<iing.

integrity was also cheeked by decoding. and displaying the

l'e·sulting da t a ,

1 • .3 Raster to Vector Conv'ersion

7.3.1 Line thinning

tine thinning Is a process by which the directionality.

an·d.· length of lines is maintained, while their width·.is·

reduced to a minimum. Thinning process�s, .nd their

operation on the ele.ents of a map .01' pict�re (called

pixels). can be described in terms of pixel ..adjaeency and

line connectivity [11]. Figure 7.3(a) shows a pixel (i,j)

of a picture, w�th lts 4-neighbours (i-l,j), (1,j-1),

(1, j+l) , (i+l, j). Each of these points 1s 4-adjacent to

(i,j). If eliagonal . eleme·nts are inelu.ded, as showl'l ln

f1gure.7.3(b), the points are 8�·adjacent to (i,j). A

sequence of distinct points (iodo),(i. ,j,) ••• (1""j,,)· is

called a path from (io,jo) to (in,jn) ·if (i�,j�) 1s adjacent

to (i""""J"".,) for l<m�n. If there is a path bet.ween two

point� 1n a picture, then these points are said to be

connected.
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Figure 7.3 Pixel adjacertcy

Thinning should not. des troy the connect tvi ty of the end

po·ints of a line; that is. it. should be possible t·o trace

the pa.th of a line by following from one set pixel to the

next in steps of either one resolution element, or one

diago'Q..al element; and a t the same time. set p ixe Is should

be adjacent to only two other pixels, which the1Dselve� are·

riot adjacent, �xcept at $ingular points such as line

junctions or line ends. For describing lines on a map

sheet, 8-adjacency is normally used to give a smoother curve

representation (and. al�� a smaller data volume).· When

thinning lines from a ms? sheet, generally the central track

of the· line is· the re<tuir·ed thinned path. Given the above

conditions then, it is possible to construct an algorithm

which may be applied to each· pixel of a scanned map sheet to
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produce th�nned l�nes. HOwever, �his cannot necessarily be

achieved. with a single pass throu3h the da�a.

Thi�ning processes can be either parallel or sequantial

in. nature� In a parallel process, an. algOrithm ap�li�d to
. .-

each pixel determines if eh a e : pixel is 1:'·e·quired to maintain·

path ccnnectivity on the basiS of adjacent p1x.l �alue. in

the or'igin41 data. That is, the previous state values of

adjacent pixels are. used to deter�lne the next s�ate value

of e4�h pi�el. Sequential thinning. on the other hand, is a

process WhiCh. is applied to pixels sequentially, and

determines if the pixel is requi�ed to maintain path

.connectivity· .from the previous state .. values of as yet
-

unp rocess ed pixels, and the current·· s,tat 8: values of

proceSsed pixels. Sequential thinning is thus directional.

Because of the large volumes of map data, -and the consequent

long .processing times, a single pass thinning p·rtH!.ess is·

attractive, even if some form �f data pre�processlng (such

as nibblillg) is necessary so that thinning can be··

satisfactorily performed.

7.3.% Line vectorization

If raster data re.p.resenting: lines satisfies .the

condition� for connectivity· described in the previous

section (that is,·1t is thinned) .it can· be converted into

strings of vectors describing the lines.· This vectoriz4tion
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consists essentially of two processes; t;he first is that o f '.

following the path of a line, representin� it �s a series of·

successive ve�tors from one· point. to its next adjacent

pOint:;· aud the second is that of determining if a group of

these success 1ve. veet ors rep retsents a Its trai.gh e
" line

seg�ent, for soae giv.1\ definition of straight, and if so,

of replaCing the group with a single vector. These two

processes are. as line �oll()wing and weeding

respectively_

7.3.3 Summary of ve·ctoriza tio:n processes

the impl'ementation of raster e e vector conversion

processes incorporating thinning, .1ine following anA

weeding, were the subject of work being done in. conjunction

with this. project [7]� An asymmetric·sequential operator

[8} was chosen to perfor1l thinning on the map data· in a

one-pass. process. This operator imposes the requirement

tha t no line be wider than, 4 element a; .exceeding this· limi t

may result· i.n ·prominences along the· thinned. line� For

normal map data this is the case, provide·d that the scanning

proc.ess does not artificially widen lines. Line· following

and weeding were ·a180 performed on the thinned data in order

·to .

cotn'pare vector storage volumes with thoaeobtained using

raster. coding techniques.
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7.4 Ra.sterIVectot'. Fo·rmat Compaction C01!'tp.4risons

The three data sets described earlier were used to

�olllpare 1;he compaction.· achieved by raster coding. w·ith those·

achieved by line· vectorization [7]. Table 7.l shows the

resulting storage volum·es for e ach type of d a t a ». It can be

seen that on the basis of storage volumes alone,

vectoriiation is not warranted.

Compaction factors

Line "ector Coded.raseer

Map sheei: 8-bit zero-field 12 ...bit zero-field
8-bit one-field 4-bit one-field

Contour 3.9 3.• 7 3.9

Culture 1.4 3.3 3.5

.'

Drainage 9.5 10.3 27.0

0"eral1 2·a 4.5 5.2

Tab�e 7.2 Data compac�ion factors

·7.5 Summary.

This .. chapter has looked at. the prob.let!ls of data

reduction and conversion from a practical .iewpolnt. In its

raw state, the large amount of .raster data .generated by. a

scanning Process . could well pose serious storage and
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. .

handltng !)rob.l�ms; perhaps to the .point that dealing with

such data would be im!)raetica�le. �he intent of this

chapter, and the work done. on data coding� was to

volume to an amount . comparable to that which would· be

generated by a li�e follow��g type of dig�tization pfocess,

using only a simple, rapid. coding sC.herne vhi'cb can' be

implemented itt a high level language. This is· considered .in

chap ter 9, along with the overail p1!.1=£ormance evaluation

�ade in chapter 8, in judgina the �uitability of.the

scanning system for tbe large scale digitizing of

cartographic information.

.
.
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8. DIGITIZUiG SY.STgM .Pl:''R'ORMAN�tE !VALUATION

8.1 l�troductioft

The performance of the digiti�lng syst.m can be jud�ed

to. some extent subjective.ly by visually examit'ling scan.ned

map sheets, but a �ore specific evaluation ca:n b. �ade by

sc�nning a test pattern. Since the mechanisms governing the

digitizing process in the sweep dir.ction are aot entirely

the same as th�se �overning it in the travel dire�tlon, •

test pattern which allowg two dimensional uniformity of

resd�ution to be gauged is desirable. For this purpose a:

.

test pattern consisting of a circle of alternate black and

white sectors, each subtending art angle of·3 degrees at the

circle centre, was drawn up, reduced and repeatedly

photogtaphed onto a strip 6f 35 mm. film. Figure 8.1(&)

shows a true size section·. of. this strip. This· enabled

digitization. along
.

any s�rip aeross the sweep or· travel to

be exa�ined. A straightforward test pattern with prec�se

line and space widths, a.s shown in figure 8.1 (b) was also

found useful while. setting up the sy�te••

In
.

the course of previous chapters,· specific components··

of the digitizing system were. cited fo�.£urther testing;

section 8.2 describes procedures used to test the

performance of each of these components.. Section· 8.3 looks
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at the .system perf�rmance in scanning various types of

a ce ua t, map sheets, �qhile in s�ct·ion 8.4 a summary of the

aspects of .the s.ystem which could benefit from improvement,

and .the sugses.ted nature· of. these· improv.eme·nts, is made.

- -

.........._--* .,.,_ --"'_ .

�
.

.. -----

Figure 8.1 Test pattern strips

8.2 Testing of Specific Aspects. of System Performance

8.2.1 Consistency of rotating ·m1rro� motor speed

Section 4.6 of chapter 4 pointed out th.e· need for

testing the consistency of the mirror motor rot.tional

·speed. Small variations in motor speed will· create edges to

lines or areas on the reconst�ucted·�ap sheet�
.

It was found

that over the sweep, fluctuations in speed occurred in a
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non-repToducible manner. Very �lose to tb� tTiggering

detector, little or no fltictuatio�s were appareat (that. is,

lines were barely jagged), but within.several inches on the

map (on·e inch corte:sponds to about 3 degrees of. an.gular

di9'Placeme�t of th:e. motor . armature) of this dete·ctor,

variations of line positio� of one bit either side. of a mea.

were encouritered. these Variations occurred apparently a�

random throughout the sweep; bit offset f�r any particular

line was only conaiatent over several·inches. More thaa One

bit offset from the average pO'sition was seldom encountered.

A clo$e examination of th� 61 Hz driving frequehcy for the

motor .howed minimal, if any, inconsistency in delay

distortion� rising edges being repro�u�ible to �ithin ih�

measurement accuracy, and-certainly to within 50 nanoseconds

or so. It was eortcluded that friction in the �otor bearings

was responsible· for the fluctations. Previously. the motor

had been run �ithout a flywheel, and fluctuations were of an

order of magnitude greater. In fact flywheel .ize was

fairly arbitrary; the motor shaft protruded only at one end

of the motor, and·.hence to prevent undue uubalancing,

flywheel mass was kept to approximately that of the motor

itself. It is not insignificant that in commercial scanning

systems, motors ar� of high quality and often have air

bearings for reduced frictional d rag, Section. 8.4 looks.

fur�her at the limitations of the motor used when discussing

improvements.
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Tbe effect of a present .third harmottic· in the motor

driving frequency was also investigated using the test

pattern stri� of· figure 8.1(b). If no t Lceab Le , these

ef·fe·cts should be apparent as ali expansion or coml'resslon of

linear d�st�n�e in the reconstituted d�t�, with. expansion

and compre.ssion· m·axima 60·. degrees apart. No di·scernible

periodic fluctuations in linear spot speed were discovered,

though it is possible that they might have been masked by

the fluctuations due to frictional drag. Rowever, it see�s

that the combined effects of the inductive properties of the

motor and the inertia of the flyweel were sufficient to

smooth dut any variations due to this residual third

harmonic at leaat to.within t.he resolution accuracy of the

digiti�ing process.

8.2.2 Uniformity of digitizing processes iti �weel' and

travel directions

!'igure 8.2 shows the result of scanning t·he test

pattern of figure 8.1. The patterns were replotted at a

res�lution of 200 pOints per inch, rather than the 250

poitits per inch at which they were scanned. The oval shape

is due to the fact that the pulley. wheel driving the troll.y

had a diameter of 1.25", rather than the 1.14" a,�cifi.d in

chapter 4. This results in a ratio of major to minor· axis

lengths equal to that measured from the patterns. All

scanning was performed with this oversized pulley, though
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replaeing· it with a correetly sized one would be a simple

task. The resulting resolutiob spacing irt the travel

di.rection is then .0044", meaning that n a rr ow .line detec·tion

probability alOng a cross-section in this d�rection is

reduced (referring to figure 5.5). This is most apparent

when the threshold level is above 50%, and ean be seen from

the oval shaped loss area in the centre of figure$ 8.Z(b)

and (e), for which ·thresholding.took place a� about 60% and

70% of the maximum level repectively.

(b) (e)

Figure 8.2 Plots of scanned test pattern

Figures 8.3(j) and (b) and (c) show enlarged plots of

sections of· figures 8.2(a), (b) and (c) respectively. A

horizontal to ve�tical scale factor of 4/5 is introduced in

figure 8.3 due to the geometry of tha outp�t plotting

deVice. These test patterns indicate tha·t neither the

detector/amplifier bandwidth, nor the tran�mission of the

signal from the. scanner to the interface, causes appreciable

degradation of resolution in the sweep direction.
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8.2.3 Spot ·d�ameter measu�ement

If· the focused laser spot moves across

opa(\u·e It ransparent bo-un4ary, a detect ed signal will be

generated with a rise time d�pend.nt on tbe spot diameter,

providing that the de·tectorl amp 1if ler bandwidth. is

sufficiently high. From the curves of f1,gu, 1'.'e 5.3,. it can be

seen that·foT t>d, a'spot moves through approximately .63 of

its own diameter betvee� the 10% and 90% detected signal

Thus measurement of the 10% to 90% rise

time 6£ the generated signal will enable calculation of the

spot diameter. This measure·ment. was made for. the smallest

obtainable spot size for secondary l�nses of various ·focal

Spot size was minimized by adjusting fo�us for

minilltum rise t.ime in each case, and the smallest aperture

which did not cause beam truncation �as used. With a 50

mm. s-ec:ondai'Y lens. a spot diameeer of approximately .007"

was:· obt ained, and with a 100 111m. lens,. the dia.e ter was

appt�ximately .004" •. Lenses were of eqUivalent quality·

(Nikkor .PC
.

lenses). It can be seen that the theoretical

limitations derived in appendix A are substantiated, the

smallest spot· size being obtained with the lens of longest

focal length (and hence maximum collimation factor).

. .
.

'

8.2.4 Effects of finite spot size and threshold level

As .described in the previous section; a finite spot
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size results in finite detected signal rise and f�ll times;

if ·a Ii ne is narrowe r than . the, 8.1'0 t diame tel', a 8 ignal

a.mplittlde less than .95% of the maximum will be obta.i11ed.

Figure 8.4 .sho\1s a small portion of a s\1eep a:eross a contour

map sheet. Lines producing pulses (c) anil (h) have a width

of approxim·ately .007",. those producing pulses (e), (f) and

(g) have a width of between .002" and .003" along the. line

of sweep, and those producing pulses (a), (b), (d) and (i)

have a width of .002" •. Using figure 5.3, and. extrapolating

between curves wbere. necessary,. the ptllse heights correspond

to those predicted fOT a spot diameter of .007" to within

10% 1the map �as scanned using the 50mm secon�ary le.s).

Thus the effects of a finite spot siz� can clearly be seen,

and close agreelllent with the sp.ot size me.asured in section

,8.2.2 is obtained.·

(a) (b) Cc) (d)
.

(e) (f) (9) (h)

Figure 8 •. 4 Analogue signal detected along a map sheet s·weep
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(a)

. (b)

( c)

Fi.ure.8.S Effect of threshold l"evel·on line/space
widths



the leffects of chan.�ttg the threshold level on lin. and

i
space wijdth can be seen from fig\lre 8.5, in which a section

!
. !

of the t�st pattern is scanned (shown In figure 8.5(a». A
I

threshol� le.el of a�prcixi1l1ately 30% (fi.ure 8.SCb» widens

lines arid iinproves line detection probability, while

thresho14ing at approximately 70% (£igu�e 8.5(c» widens

spaces a�d hence im'P.roves spaee detection•. tn each ca:se the

j
upper t�ace shows the am,lified detected signal� and the

I

lower tr"ce shows the result after thresholding. (Theee
I

traces 4lso show localised non�linearities in response over
i
!

the swee� as described in the following sub-section.)
i

8.2.5
,

N�n.linearities in response over sweep
,

: .

,

Nori+liuearities in response along ehe sweep can· be

separate. into two types; first, the variation in signal
i

level of: long time constant; averaged ove.r a distance of ail
·i

inch or �o, over the length of the sweep; and secoridIy, the
,

i

localize4 variations of shorter time constant over localized
,

areas.
!

jto this section, the first of these types is

consider.d, while the following section deals �ith the

latter •

.

j

With _ diode placed at ea�h erid of the diffuser,

average ilinearity over the sweep was within approximately

10%, and!was dependent largely on the exact alignment of the
.

I

reflecto*, surface; small irregularities and blemishes
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i
caused a��as of slightly lo.er d�tected· signal amplitude.

i
With a �hird. diod� centrally 'placed in the detectot fo�

i
iIlcreasedl si8nal. amplitude, response became peaked. towards

i
!

the Ce1;ttfe of· the . sweep.. Althoug.h this was etll1'loye<l fot

tes ting ard sc·annill,g small map sheets, a· more precisely

shaped r�fleCtor would allow a smaller deteetor diffuser,
;

.i
and the i two

I
i

Alternati�ely,

end-placed d.iodes would be sufficient.

the use of a wide-angle lena to direct the

incoming �ight to a' smal.l area would greatly increase

detected �igrtal amplitude leve1$. Modification in reflector
I

position �nd 8i%e would be required if su�h a lens were
,

used, as! with· the present system geometry, the lens would
!
i

have to cover an angle of 180 degrees. 'igure 8.6 shows the

result
i

o� scanning a strip
,

of patter�s lying across the

sweep fro,m th� centre (8.6(a» prog.ressively outwards .e o the

,edge (8.6I<e».

(b) (c) (d) (e)

Figjure·8.6 :Response fall-off towards sheet edge
,

;
!

It became apparent in the Course of testing that
!

linearity! over the sweep was· qui te highly dependent on the

i
positions! of the 01' tical components of the scanner, and in

I
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particular, of the reflector and the detector. For optimum

linearity, 80.e form of micromete� adjust�ent of detector

position would be rtecessary. On. method of lin.arisirtg the

response over the sweep would ba to us. an automatic gain

control stage in the deteitor ��pli£ier and set the time

constant to be·of the order of tbe time.taken to sweep an

inch o.r so on . the. map; this could be implemented quite

easily in the inter.ediace stage of amplification.

8.2.6 Lo·calized non-linearitles in response

The second type of non�llnearity, that over. localized

areas, was more responsible for signal degwadation on the.

pixel scale. �everal factors were responsible for this

degradatiort. First, the clear plastic from which the map

tray was constructed was found· to affect the passage of the

laser beam in a non'!"uni£orm manner; driving the trolley

with no map in the tray gave a signal amplitude level which

varied by about 10% consistently, and by a substantial

amo�nt more occasionally_ This seems. to be caused by

interference with the transmitted beam, due �artly to fine

score marks on the surface .of the plastic, and partly to tbe

nature of the structure of the m.aterial itself, and. stresses

.ithin it from the bending. As a test�. the trolley was

. renfoved . and a sheet of .ciear perspex was positioned in. its

place; moving the perspex �aused no variation in steady

signal level (with tbe exception of fluctuations in laser
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l'0wer output d e s c r Lb-ed be·low). Rowever, the perspex was not

stressed by bertding.. Conseque�tly, if impr�ved loealized

linearity in response is required, further inv�stigation

into a suitabl� material· from which to. construct the map

tray should be made.

Th� second factor isolated a� partly responaible for

localized signal degradation is the power o\J.tput

fluctuatiorts of the laser. �ith no part of the scanner

moving, and taking a me.surement from the d v c , coupled (lst)

stage 0·£ the amplifier, variations in detected signal level

of around 5%; and up to 10%, we·re encountered •. These

variations were not periodic in any way; rather they

Gc:eurred �t tandom, with time constants of the order of

s e c onds , and in a less determinable way, with shorter time

constants. This amount of variation is greater than that

which would be expected due to reflection of a randomly

polarised beam, the polarisation ellipse orientation of

which is varying.

Finally, general localized signal degradation was

caused by .mechanical vibrations from external s ou r c e.a c The

scanner was located in a non-ideal position� on �n upper

building level close to an air conditionin& unit which

exhibited resonances with a period of the order of a second

or so. In addition, treading in the vicinity of the scanner

produced small vlbrations� which when transmitted thro�gh
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. the frame to the optical c:.Qmponents, and in particular to

the laser, caused v�sible jum�s in the location of the lin.

produced by the flying spot. These vibrations also affected

the start�of-liae deteetor pulse; although i�. could be mad�

less sensitive to. variation in spot alignment· by uSing a

detector with a large� surface area, thi. wauld �educe the

precision with wh.ich C·he start of .e ach line was registered.

It became clear, as various signal degradations were

isolated as being caused by mechan�cal vibrations, that m�re

ca�eful mounting of the entire struc�UTe would' be required

to o:btain consistent performanc.e. It was .also suspe:cted

that a pereeptibl� play in the bearings of the mir.or mo�or

. was re8ponsible for slight variatiOns in spot positioning.

It should be noted that although localised Signal level

fluctuations c aus e d by any of the factor·s mentiOned above

co.uld be. qui te substantial, this does not necessarily imply

that the data collected at these pOints will be affected

seriously •. 1£ a fluctuation occurs While the signal level

is high, there will be a noise immunity equal to the

difference between the high level of the Signal and the

threshold le.el. If it occurs on the rising or faliing edge

of the pulse, s.ome immunity is provided by the hysteresis of

the co1ltparator used for thr·esboldirtg� I·n .both cases, the

sampled signal will only be affected if a change: ·in the

digitized le"'el occurs at the sampling instant, and this in

turn depends .On the t�me extent of the irregularity. Thus



the extent of the eff.cts of these localised n.n-lineartti�s

in response on the final signal �ntegr1ty is dependent on

both theit magnitude and time extent, and is cons�quently

difficuli to predict.

Due to other rton-linearities in the system, a careful

evaluation of the e.ffects of the alternative sampling could

l'lot be made. Figure 8.7 shows a seri�$ of sweeps made

repeatedly along a single line across a mAp sheet. The

alternative sampling scheme was switc.hed in at the instant

indicated by the arrow. The effect of. the sebeme. should be

to increase the .idth of a line by on average half a pixel,

or .002".
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Figure 8.7 Effects of alternative sampling on line widths
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Counting tha total numbe� of set pixels �n the 25 $weeps

befote SWl. tching it in gives an average 'of 25.68 set pixels

per sweep; and for the 2! lin�s after switchin� it in, �f

30.08' set· pixels per sweep. This is a difference of 4.4

pix�ls,.and since 9 lines wete s�ept, this corresponds to·an

average increase in width of 0.49 pi�e1s, which is very

close to the predicted 0.5. Hence it c�n be d�duced that

the 10gi e of the a1terneti Ve. sa.p ling scheme was funct ioning

as d.es igued.

8.3 Performance Scanning Map Sheets

this section looks at the

while actually scanning mal'

performance of

sheets. Three

the system

sheets were

chosen for scanni�g; a contour sheet with minor contour

lines of thickness .OOZ" (a majori ty of' the lines on the

sheet), and major contour lines

culture �heet with Various line

of thlcknes s .007" ; a

widthS, and in addition

narro. space widths between road boundaries; and a drainage

sheet. . Actual· size posi·tives of the scanned nega tives are

shown in figures 8.8.1, 8.9.1 and 8.10.1. respectively.

Figures 8.8.2, 8.9.2 and 8.10.2 show full size plots of the

scanned data; plotting was performad on a raster plot.ter

(Versatec 311-8222) at 200 points per inch, givin� a

magnification from the original of 1_25. It. should. be noted

that due to the mis-sized .tro1ley drive pulley, there is

also a compression of dat. in the tra�el direction by a
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factor o'f 1.1. F1gu1.'es 8.8'.3, 8 .• 9.3' and 8.10.3 sh'ow

enlargements of selected sections.of each .sheet such that

individual' pixels can .b e seen. Each of these enlargements

re�resents· an area of 128 x 128 pixels, or a�proximately

1/2" x 1}2U, On the original sheet�

Following the ana.lysis and discussion in cha.pter 5,

thresholding at 30% of t.he maximum signal level 1fas de.cided

upon for the contour sheet, �n �rde.r to pick up the .lines of

width ·.002" as connect ed 1.i nes. Judgi ug f rom the resul ts;

this level appears to be about tJle best comprQmise. It

cannot be further lowered if contour s.eparation is to be

.

maintaitted, wbile isolated breaks in narrow line continuity

do still occur occasion�lly� 'H�wever, th�se breaks only

occur a� the edges of the Sheet (figure 8.8.3 1s at the edge

of the s�eet and waB selected. for enlargement for this

reaa·on) where s i8.nal amp Ii tudes are lower. Iil fact, the

edge mean threshold level was just over 40% of the original.

Breaks in.continuity occur largely in sections of lines

parallel to the sweep. This is in kee�ing ��th the fact

that resolution s9acing' is .0044".' in the travel axial

di�eetion, rather than the. designed .004", due to the

over-sized trolley drive pulley. '. Otherwise, pOSitionally

the breaks occur at random, 8uggesting that a combination of

laser power fluctuations and irregular map tray transmiSSion

characteristics as described in sectiop �.2 are causing the

signal levels to occaSionally �ip below ihe threshold level.
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Thre$holding was �lso performed at 30% when scanning

the eultuT� sheet. However, �his sheet does, not contain

narrow 1in_s, and looking at figure 8.9.3 (chosen from the

centre of the .sheet *here, detected signal l�vels are

highest), it is apparent that lines have been' overwidened�

there is � s.all number of points where connectivity exists

across a space. measurement of the line and space widths on

the 'original sho�ed sl'ace widths to be,marginally larger;

since space detection is ectually .8 important in this case,.

thresholding should ha.e been made nearer, if not at, th.

50% i.evel.

On the draina'Se sheet, .thresholding was made

ap�roxima�ely at the 50% level, as a8ain no narrriw lines are

encountered. �esults w.re satisfactory, as sh�wi'l in figure

8.10.3; even at the edge only one break in �ontinuity

occurred, which could well have been caused by a dirt fleck

or signal, level fluctuation of longer than average duration.

Unfortunately, the scanner had to be dismantled due to'

building construction, artd large �cale, plotting and

examination of the scanned data was not performed until

after dismantling. He�ce sheets could not be 're-scanned at

d�fferent threshold levels on the basis of closer'

examination. However, ,it does seem apparent that

thresholding at around 50% of the maximum signal level for

sheets not containing lines narrOwer than .004", and at
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around 30% �f the maximum level for sheets containing narrow

lines (of down to .002") generates results which

substantiate the theoretical expectations de�ived in chapter

5, and appear satisfactory in a
.

visual sense. Further

general performance conclusions are. drawn in chapter 9.

8.4 System Shortcomings and Areas for tmprovement

In the course. of ev�luatin� the performance of tbe

scanning system� various shorteomina$ in design and

construction *ere uncovered, �nd in addition, some possible

improvements became apparent. This sec.tion look.s at the

mechanical, optical, electronic and computational aspects of

tbe .ystem_ isolating problem, in each and discussing

methods to reduce 01' eradicate them.

It became clear durin� testing that most of the

probl�ms encountered While operating the system were of

mechanical cause. These �roblems are summarised �s follows:

1. ·Vibrations transmitted through the frame of the

scanner caused minor deflections of the beam from

its intended path, resulting in localised signal

degradation, and causing occasional mis-triggering

of the start-of-sweep and start-of-line signals.
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2. rrictional dra.g in the bearings of the mirror motor

caused minor. localised. variations. in motor speed,

and hence. localised signal d e g r a dat t cn ,

3. Perceptible play.in the bearings of the mirror

�otor caused a sli�ht variation in beam defleetion

angle, and hence a�ain localis�d .�gnal

degradation. Th is ,,,as markedly more not iceab Ie

after the motor ·had been running. for some time·;

increasing toleranees due to thermal expan�ion are

probably responsible for the increased slop.

4. The three d�t.ctors were physically positioned by

boltin� them to portions of the scanner frame.

This made fine positional adjustment difficult, and

methodical adjustment almcst impossible. It bec ..me

apparent that the detectors require a precise

micrometer positioning device; in the ease of the

start-of-line ·�nd start-of-sweep detecto�s,

adjustment in a single dimension is suffiCient, but

the data detector must be pOSitioned �ccurately in

three dimensions.

The vibrational problems indicate that the scanner *ust

be located on some ·sort of vibration free platform if

improved localised signal . inte8ri ty is

might involve

required •

use ofAlternatively, a camp rom:! se the
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vibration dam�in8 feet� and mor� careful mounting of the

1I10.10g components �f the scannir pn the frame. The flywheel

on the mirror motor �hould also be more pre�is�ly balanced •

.It might be possible to reduce p�oblem� cau�ed.di�ectly

by the *irror motor (2 and 3 l�sted above) by adjusting the

b6artngs to reduce play, and by using � lar*er flywhe�l •. In

fact flywheel size wa� f.irly a�bitrary; since the motor

�h�ft extended only on o�e side of the motor, a balanced

flywheel arrangement could not be u.sed, and a flywheel of

approXimately the same mass as the tiloeo.r, but of a larg�

diameter, was used. How�ver, a more satisfact§%y .solbtlon

would be to. replace t.he motor wi th one of hlgh·er quali ty,

perhaps �ith air bearings, designed foz USe in·a seanning

system. Such motors are commercially available.

8.4 .. 2 Optical

Limitations in the optical system were encountered as

follows:

1. The minimu121 SPC)t size that could be
.
obtained with

th,e optical system used was between .0·04" and

.005"; it was found desirable that a spot size of

a,proximately .002" should be at least obtainable,

evert if not often used�
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2. Optical alignment was perfor.ed visually, using the

laser· beam as a trace. Consequently, it is

unlikely that the resulting spot size was actually

the smallest that could be produced with the

components used. tn addition, it wa.s. difficult to

determine if the �pOt shap. was distorted du� to

lens mi�-alignmen�.

3. Variatiotts Ln laser power ou tput were encountered,

adding to uncertainty in the level at which the

detected signal is tbreshold.d.

4. tmp erf ect ions in the ligh t locali!fing ref lect or

surface in the form of'bu�ps� .depressiotts and a

slight overall skew meant that although over most

of the length of the s·weep the beam was focused t.o

a slltall volume a.r cu nd the intended. point of

detection, deViations w.ere caused by these

irregularities. tn order to prevent data

collection ."holes", a relatively large cylindrical

diffuser was neces�ary (approximat�11 1" in length

and 3/4" in diameter). This meant that detected

signal amplitude was low, making a high amplifier

gain necessary, a.d hence reducin� signal to noise

ra�io. A� the beam occaSionally hit the edges of

the. diffuser linearity over the· sweep was not

particularly good.
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s. The map tray was found to affeet
.
the pass.age· of

U.ght .thl'ough it a non�uniform manrter.

Interference (du� to fine scouring and the nature

.of the str.ct�re �f the plastic) �aused·loc�lised

.

sigrial degradation.

Although using a microscope objecti.ve as a. primary. lens

and a camera 1e�� as a secondary lens achiev.s collimation

and beam focusing, such lenses are designed fot compromising

eOlll,e1tsat·i·on. f or the various major op tical aberrations. I·n

particular, in a camera lens, effort is made to correct for

Howe.ver, a laser is· a monoch to_aUc

source, and hence ·lenses may be designed for use at a Single

wavelength, and can be corrected primarily for spherical

aberration which is largely respo·ns ib Ie for. image

degradatio'll in laser. op tics. Henee an optieal collimator

desiglled for use with a las.er light source is likely to have

an improved· performance over that·of the.1ens system used,

bringing .. the .

spot. si�e closer to that· theoretically

Obtainable with an ideal optical system with a:specified

degree of co1limation�

The 1i�ht 10ca1ising reflector surface was made from a

strip of �olished stainless steel, sitached t� th. curve cut

from perspex. problems were caused by imperfections in the

steel strip, . rather than in tbe eurve shape4 It would be

possible to have the curve cut from solid steel, and have an
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exact surfa�e ground,and polished dir*ctly; since the cttrVe

n.e& not be v�ty wide this would be quite feasible.

However", the fact that performance was satisfactory apart

from'the small imp e.J."f ections suggests that the de'signed

refle¢tor would be quite adequate ,if �o�� ea�e w�r. �aken to

ensure ,that' the stri,p .h ad nO such blemishes.· Slight

proble�s w�re encountered with the steel ria�ng slightly off

the curve; a thinnet stt'ip would have less tendancy to do

so.

Signal deg�adation due to the map sheet tra, should' be

entirely' eliminated by choosing, a m,aterial which 'neithet

scuffs eafily, nor ri4ticeably affects the passase of the

laser beam. Gla�s would be ideal, but due to its weight,

and the co'm'parative difficulty of forming' it into a curve,

it is Less at��active than a plastic. Preliminary

investigations �howed perspex to ,be suitable, though the

effects o'n ,transmission of stress due to bending should be

investiga ted. ,

8.4.3 Electronic

Perfo�mance of the electronic co�pC)nents of, the system

was as designed, with the fo�lowi�g provisos:

1. It is possible that the low-pass filter which, picks

out the fundam.entai component from the 61 Hz square
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wave to .drive .the �otors should have a steeper

roll-off than 12 dB ·per octave. However, as

mentioned earlier, periodic mirror .speed variations

were ent irely' ma$.ked, if. at all present, 'by speed

fluctuations du e to' frictional· forces. If a motor

of higher quality, �ossibly wi�h ai� bea�in.�t were

installed, the effects of the residu.l third

ha�mouic should be investigated �ore carefully;

this c.ould be done by s canning a fine grid at

various points Over. the sweep and cheeking for

consi.stency in spacing. If ne.cessary, t'he roll-off

of the filter could be iticreased by eascading an

identical, stage. (Amplifier gain would have to be

marginally InCteased.)

2. It became apparent that the �se of an automat1e

gain control (with a several millisecond time

con�tant) to make detected signal res�onse over the

sweeP more linear would have been a simple .way to

compensate for these non-linearities. Although

this would result in a v.riable signal. to noise

ratio,. maintaining a consistent· maximum signal

level, and henc��hreshold level, would re�ult in a

mO.re consistent degree of data: integrity .over the

area of the map sheet. This would not be difficult

to insert' in
.

the intermediate stage of the

.

amplifier (an -integrated circuit A.G.C. such as
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the LM 370 would be . s�itable). as a switch�ble

option; time constant adjustability would also be.

desirable.

8.4.4 Software

The 'interface software performed data input a.s

designed, tb�ugh several p�intB �h�uld be menti�rted.

First, the sDftwa�e using the irtterrupt·· to ini�iate.·

data collection for each line was operat1ve·.unde� RSX-llM

vetsiDu 3.1. With th� installatiOn of version 3.2� an�· �om�

new hardware in r he cotl\puter sYstem, the interrupt v·ectot

address assigned to the DRII-C was moved out o� the range

re.ogni�ed by the operatin� system. Recognition of this

vector address required that a software s'ystem generation be

perfor1ft-ed on the computer to re-define 'the addressing area;

this was not. done befoTe the dismantling of the scanner.

Consequently most'· data input was pe�formed wi�h a sli,htl'

1I10di£ie.d version of SCAN which simply, waited for the

interrupt request line to be set after each sweep. This.has

the disadvantage that other use of the CPU of the computer

is blocked throughout scanning.

The second point i� that initially, unsynchronised

lines appeared occasionally in'the scanned da e a ,: This loss

of synchronism was·found to be ,caus�d when the line clock
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in the riperat�ng system' �cheduler'

line cl�ck' interrupt wasoccurred immediat�ly bef9re the

d.isab led by" SCAN; the. interface buffer was·. then

insuf f icien·t to h o'Ld the da tao genera tec1 w'hile the. s-eheduler

held·c�ntr�l of th� processo�, and data collection �6.me.nced

after' the start of the line. .There are a nu.ber of possible

solutions. to. this �roblem, but rather than increase the

depth of the hardwa�e interface buffer, or interfere too

deeply with the. operation of the system, it was decic1ed that

the distance between the start-af-sweep and. start-of-line.

detectors should be. incr.as.d so tha� sufficient wait time

(between disabling·the line cloek interrupt and recei'ViD,g

·the first word of data) be·pro.ided that the schedUler can

. complete its task ,,:ithout· i.nterferirtg ·with· da:ta' collection.

Altho'ugh this incte'ases slightly the time for which the

scanni'ug software blocks esther users from the. processor, it

has·' the advantage that it sol.�� the problem for data input

uuder either the interrupt mode, or that described above.

Thirdly, a situa.tion might exist .Ln.: which the

start-of-s�eep detector .

generate� a. signal, but' the

start-af-line deteetor does not, due. perhaps to physical

vibration or intermittent electric'al fault. ··.In this case, a

line of data would be lost, and the lIlap compressed in the

travel direction. The simplest way of·.pinpointing if this

should occur would be to increment a counter at each start

of sweep signal detect.ion, and place the count into a common
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a�ea of memory accessible to all the programs. SCAN could

then check this count against·, its line c ou n e , and if. a

discrepancy should occur, either ex.it �ith a message to that

effect.,' . or . continue but reco.rd the line/number, pasising it

toCONtR.L at the end of scanning.

The points IIletttioue.d above demonstrate that although

the soft�are was not developed to the extent .that would be

desirable for a continu(),usly opera1:io'g sys·t.e.IIl (due partly. to

the dismantling of' the scanner and the uttavailability of th.e

interrupt vector address)� the flexibility maintained was

advantageous in the developmental system� Having variOus

possible. modes of operation voas' found usefu'l not only for

testing, . but also .in dea.ling· ·wit.h the loss of interrupt

facility. There 1s another reasGn why softw*re complexity

should be ke.p t t'o a minimum:' in a computer operating system

such as the one used, task priorities, modes of runnint and

general system procedures must be tailored to ensure smooth

system usage; making anyone task or set of tasks highly

dependent on certain sys te.IIl condition$ 1 imi e s
: the

capabilities of the system. Rence· keeping ·modes of

operation.' as ·scraightf.orward as possible,.' and keeping

software cOlllolexity to a minimum, is highly.desi1:'ab.le.
.

.

-

.The

priorities.' at .which
.

the d.ata input programs were run, a ad

the event flags used for communication, might well have to

be changed for satisfactory data input under different

�perating system,conditions.
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8.5 Summary

This chapter has evaluated as objectively as possible'·

the perfoi'tiu�nce of the scanning system. SpecifiC tests have

been performed. and the results of scanning test patterns

and
.
m�p sbeets have been pr�sented. Departures in

performance from oJ!"iginal design, and dtawbacks in design

discovered as a result of q'!)eration, have been describe-d.;

their causes have been isolated and suit�bl� r�med1es have

been discussed.

The followin! chapter us�s this evaluation, together

with the conclusions reached i.n chapter 7,. to consider the

extent to which tbe se�nning syste� as designed and

constructed ,meets the originally. stated requirements fot a

rapid automatic cartogr�phic dlgiti�ing system.·



·

Figure 8.8.1 True si%e-positige of �ontour sheet
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'. Figur. 8.8.2 Matrix plot of scanned contour she�t .. I
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Figure a.9�3 !nlarged secticu of scanned culture sheet
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9 •.. CONCLUS IONS

The demand f�r eartographic data in digital torm h�s

highlighted the lack of �1stems capable of digiti%ing an

area th� size of a map sheet rapidly, and at low cost. This

thesis has proposed �uch a system, consisting of a flat bed

flying spot laser scanner interfaced to, and controlled by,

a mini-computer. Map sheets can be digitiz6d in a raster

scanning process at a resolution of .004" (�.1 mm.)� with

add�d facility for ensuring detection of lines as narr�w as

.002". Scanning a full sized map sheet takes approximately

10. minutes, and the data is temporar!ly .stored on cUsIt or

magnetic tape prior to processing.

From·the results· presented in chapter 8 it can be seen

that the SOUle

features, maitlly lIlechani·c.al, were isola te.d as beirtg· the

cause of �nsatisfactory or inc�nsistent perfo�man�e, and

design or constructional· modifications to overcome these

problems �ere discussed. None of these modifitations �ould

involve any major changes or cost a great deal. For a fully

operational syste'1Il;.· furth·er software development mig:ht be

necessary or desirable. Any specific operat�ng environment

wil.l have its own characteristics within which software must

operate, but the flexible structure of the design should
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allow t·OOlD. for any re�uired alterations without. affecting

the ove�all �peration of the system. Consequently it can be

concluded that with the minor improvements cited, the

developed system should more than adequately tIl.et the stated

requirements for digitizing car�og�a�hic dat�.

As was discussed in 'chapters ,,1 and 7, such a system

would only be' of use if the generated data can be

comfortably h.ndled �nd st�red. The $yste� was designed

around a mini-computer, as this is the type of machine most

likely to be found.in an autolftated cartographic proc.essing

environment, and consequently it should be feasible f�r s�ch

a computer to handle and process the large volumes of data

generated. This was found to be so; chapter 7 shows that

simple run length encoding can reduce the data Volumes to .a

level comparable with. that required for vector

representation, and vectorization processes Can render the

data compatible with eXisting, or manually digitized, line

vector data �ets�

Consequently the concept of a raster based geographic

inf.orma tion sys tem appears at trac t ive • Given that map.

sheets can be rapidly digitized to generate .raster data,

large rapid acces. magnetic disks and powerful image display

and processing systems make handling and processing the.

large volumes of data generated a viable proposition. With

data in raster form, re-plotting either. on matrix plotters,
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or with a �odulated scanning dev�ce, then b�comes a feasible·

me.ns of reproduci�g or re-drawini updated map sheets�

P��ally, it should be poi�ted out that appli�ation of

the proposed system is not limit�d to cartographic

digitizing; rather i� w6uld be suitable f�! any tYP4 of two

level large area digitizing, such as of engineering

drawings.
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Figure 9.2 Reflector and detector arrangement

Figure 9.3 Interface hardware
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APPENDIX A

A.l ·RequirelR.ents and design of beam foeusing system

When a parallel beam �f light 1s focused· t� a pOint,

the intensity �istributioa in the plane perpendieular to the

optic axis at the focal pOint <the focal plane) ean be

obtained, and hence a measure of s,o� size (defin.d as th.

diameter of a cirele within which .some fraetion of the total

energy in the beam lies) can be determined. In simple

optieal aystems, where rays are paraxial,.8pot size" in the

focal plan.e is directly proportional to' the f number of the

optieal system, .and depth of focus is proportional to the

square of the f number.

A system can be analysed in terms of normal�sed

dimens�onless co-ordinates u and v, in the direction of the

optic axis, and in the plane perpendicular. to it,

respectively. Analysis.is then independent of f number. If

z and r are the actual' physical dimensions parallel and

perpendicul�r ·to
.

the optic axis respectively, thea u.and v

e an be. expressed in terms of z and r:

u - k.z/4f v - kr/2f where k·. 2'fr1 '}..

If we eonsider the foc�sing of an ideal Gaussian beam to a

point 0 on the o!)tic axis, the intensity in the vicinity .. of



o can be given approximately by [16):.

where 10 is the total energy ot the be�m.

In the foc�l plane 0·0 f and hence I (v) • ('IohT>eltp (_v2.).

Along the op tie axis v-O, and. hence I (u) • 101 [1£'( l+u'- ) ] �

In the focal plane� a circle of radius. v.1 �ont8ins 63% of

the total energy, while o·ne of radius v-I.S contains 78% of

the total energy. This forms a u·sefol approxim8 tion to spot

diam.ter (as defined by the l/e� points on. the intensity

distribution, where a circle of this radius cOn�ains 86% of

th. total energy).

Hence if we require a spot diameter· � .004", or a

radius of < .002" (or < 50 microns);

v·· kr/2f, or·f - kr/2v

henee f < 166 for r < 50 microns, v � 1.5

For the given scanner geometry, z': 100 cm, and.

specifications of the laser used, beam

from. the

radius is

approximately 0.5 mm. Thus, f � 2000, and the beam must be·

widened by a factor of 2000/166 .= 12 to achieve a spot

diameter �f appro�imately .004". Beam widening, or

collimation, can be achieved by using a pair of lenses, the

ratio of their focal lengths being the beam wi�ening factor.
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A high quality mLcroscope objecCive lens of nominal

focal length 4 mll1 (and effectiye focal length 4.4 mDt) was

used as a primary lens. A secQnd�ry lens of focal length'

greater than So �m is then required to b� able theoretically

to obtain a 78% spot (Uam�te-r of .004". Using. a 100 mm

secondary lens, a minimum. 78% spot diamete·r of .002" is

theoretically obt.ainable. These correspond to l/e2. spot

diameters (86%) of approximately .005" and .0025" for the �O

mll amd 100 mm lenses respectively. However, the presence.of

spherical and other aberrations, and possible non-alignment

of the optical system compon�nts, mean that actual spot

diameters will be somewhat larger.

In the presence Qf sphetical aberration the proportion

of the total energy which lies within a cirele of given

radius iri the focal plane. decreases as beam truncation

increases. Increasing the f number of a photographic lens

reduces spherical aberration, but may also cause, or if

already. present increase,. beam truncation. Ideally, deSign

should compromise betweem the spot 'expanding effects of beam

truncation and· the spot contracting effects of reducing

spherical aberration. In practice, the aperture of the

secondary lens was reduced' un.til·.s reduction· in detected

signal amplitude was obtained, indicating that discernible

truncation was taking place.
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A.2 Derivation of.ray.transfer matiix and lens. positions

·Following Kogelnik and Li [4], the propa�ation of

paraxial rays through· simple �ptical structure� can be

described by· ray trarisfer matrices. These �atriee. rela�e

the dlsplacemen� x with resp�ct to the optic axis of the

incoming ia" and its sl�pe x' at the point of entry, to th.

corresponding displacement .and slope of the .outgoitlg ray, y

where A, B, C and D can be r�lated to the focal length of

the eleme.nts. and principal,· input and output· plane

separations of the optical system.

The matrices for ray transfer over � distance d. and

through a thin lens of foeal length f, are given in tab.le

A.l. The.matrix for a combination of a lens of foeal length

£, followed by a distance d, can be ob�ained by matrix

·t'IIultiplication:

[: :] r :1 [(I-d/f) :J-

-1/£
.

-l/f

lience ray passage through· t�o success-1ve lens !distance.

combinations of focal lengths and distances f1 and dl, and
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£2 and d2 raspeetively, �an be ��tained as.lo1lows!

I-d2 d2 l�dl dl 1�d2-dl+dld2-d2 dl-dld2+d2
- _.- - _.. _.

£2 f1 £2 £1 fl£2 £1 £2
:;

-1 1 . -1 1 -1 -taL -1 -dl+·l
- ._ - - -

f.2 .f1 f2 flf2 fl £2

Pot a parallel beam entering the·pri.ary lens, x'-O for

all x. A eonditio� for the lens system to focus. the beam td

a spot is that f or the eomp·os i te syst.em,
.

y-O for all lc.

He�ce y - 0 • Ax must be satisfied. Equating the A t.rm of

the matrix for the composite lens system to zero r.sults in:

I-d2-dl+dld2-d2 • O�.
12 IT flf2 Ii

For the chosen scanner geo�etry� dl+d2-n is a f�x�d value.

s,bstituting D�dl for d2, we get a quadrati� equ�tion for dl

in terms of fl, £2 and D:

2
dl - dl(D+fl} + (Dfl+Df2-flf2) -0

Substituting for D - 112 em, fl - �44 em, f2 • S em,

and solving for dl, we obtain dl � 5.7 em,

and s.o d2 • 106.3.cm.

Figure A.l shows the resulting optical system;·and table A.2

su�marises its.specifieations.
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Table A.I Ray transfe..r matriees £0.1' si1ll,ple Optic.l structures .
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J I
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Figure A.1 Beam focusing optics

Lens Primary Secondaryel) 'Secondary(2)

Type Ealing mieroscope
.

NikkoI' N·ikko.I'
objective photographic. photographic

foeal leng.t h 4.4 mm 50. mm 100 mm'

aperture N.A.-O.65 Max: f 1.4 .. Max: f 2.5
Used: f 4 Used :. f 4

Table A.2 Optical system lens specifications
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A.3 Derivation of reflecting .curve for light localization.

Consider the cu�ve given by the lo�us of points such

that an tn�tdent light beam from th�.rotating mirror, point

A, will be reflected to a single detection point D b.low the

map bed, as $h�wn by figure A.2.

A

r
p
----i---rtII.

I
I
I

I

I

Figure A.2 Reflecting curve for light localization

The gradient of the normal at any point on the curve is

given by:

.. gradient normal • tan(cS+�·) .• tan ¢ + tan�
1-tallbtan�i

and hence the gradient of the tangent at any point on the
curve is given by:

g(x,,> - -1
tan (3+�)
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As t a.n & .. y I x , g(x,y) - x - ytane
y + xtanp

and thus p i� required to evaluat� g(x,y). Using the sine

-(1)

rule in triangle ABD:

whence

x· .' ..

-(2)

Equations (1) and (2) can be used to obtain a set of. curves

satisfying the re<!�ired conditions for reflection.

Inserting the boundary condition that x•.q for y.O determines

a single curve, whose locus may be obtained by numerical

integration as £ollo�s:

.

and g (x y) - -l/tanA .tI ....0' 0 r:

whence �iven p and q, go can be calculated.

Then x, - Xo+4X, and y, - Yo+4y, where �y - 804x.

Renee g can be evaluated at (x, ,y,), and thereafter,

gl\
.

- y", tan! ·Xt\.
Y»: +Xl"\ tat'l�

and v -
. ""'"'

A Fortran program was written to perform the. numerieal

integration,
.

using values of p and q measured from the

scanner.
'. (p-23.875", q-16.125".)

.

A true scale plot was

produced, and used a� a templat. for cutting the curve.
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APPENDIX B

'To 11/60 FffJJM II Jh<1
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Figure B.l Interface board layout
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Figure B.2 Motor synchronisiftg circuitry
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Figure B.3 1st st_ge detector amplifier
�ransistor characteristics
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Fin diode chara�teristics

Features
• HIGH SEN$ITlVf1.'Y <NlP<-108 dBm)
• WIOE DYNAMIC RANGe (1.,. UNEARITY

OV_"100c:fB)
• BROAD ·$PECTRAL RESPONSE
• HIGH SPHD (Tr. TM1118}
• S1'ABIL.rtY SUITABLE. FOR PHOTOMETRYI

RADJOMe1flV.
• HIGH RELIABILITY
• FLOATING. SHIELDED CONSTRUCTION
• LOW CAPACITANCE
• LOW NOISE

DescriptIon
The HP slllcon·planar PIN photOdioda are ul1ra-filst liOht The 5082-4203. �. and -42OT are packa;.d on a

detectO,. for vialbJa and near Infrared redlation. :Their . standard TO-18 h..dar with a flat 91... 'w.fndow caP. For
,...porise to blueMd violet isunUluatJv good for low dark verutll� of .o1rcult conne.ctIon. they are �Iy
current s1licon Ph�1CIdee. Insulated from the h..d .... The light S8nJitve ......of tha
1hea, GItYIc;:ea.are s�,lItabie for applications such as hl9h 5Oa-4203 and ....204 is o.5C)8rnm (O.�ift�)tn dt.,.,...,
speej'I tachometty. Qptic8I distance lft88S!,li'ement. star and 1•. loc:ated 1.9OSmm (0.075 Inch} betliftG the windOW.

tracking. cten$ltometry. radiometry. and fiber-optic The light ...,sltlve areaof the�207Is 1.016mm (0.040
terrniN.tIon.

.

iltCh) In_"*-t and �a� located1.� (O.01Sincm)

Thesj:ieed of ....Port.. of tMIedetectOtSis .... than one'·
�nd thewindow. .. ..

.

nanosecond. Laser pu.... sbOrtet··than 0.1 natlOiecoM The 5082-42OS I, In _tow capaeltenceK_ and ceramic

may laeobHf!ved. ilIe frequency re.pon.. extends from package of very smaJl dtmen�� ah�
de to 1 GHz. :. g.... I..,.,·

1M lOW dark curtent of t.... planar diodes en....
The� Is pactcaged on a T0-.48·heIadtr with the

detection of very low tight 1eve11. The quantum detection . o.5OSrnrn(O.G20 InCh) diameter sans1tlvt ..... located

effiCiency Is constant over ten Ctecac:tes·of light Intensity. 2.54Omm (0.100 Inch) behind a flat gt" window.

providing a wide dYnamic range;

Package Dimensions
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Pin dlode.cbaracterlsties (cont. )
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AllEN'DI! C

C.l Listing of CONTRL'
.' .

.

g********************************************************************1
C CONTRt.,. FTN - PROGRAM TO CONTROt.. t.ATA SCANNING SYSTEM OPERATION
C

.

. INITIATES SCAN. MAC ANP INTRUF'. MAC
C " - ' .•...__ . . .. _- . ._._ ."-" _ "- _ .. -.

C P.K.ROBERTSON 1980
C

c********************************************************************.
c
C INITtALISE
C

INTEGER BUF(lZ),RBUF(lS),IOUT(3),PRL(6),IOST(S12),ISB(2>
DATA AI6RINTRUPI
DATA BI6RSCAN I

.

CALl. Cl..REF ( 52)
WRI TE (:h 400)

400 FORMAT (' ON WHAT IllSK IS [lATA TO BE WRITTEN?, I,
+ ' NOTE: IF 'NOT DISK 2, DISK. MUST B·E CHANGEII. IN SCAN'·)

ACCEPT *,IDI<
CALL ASNLUN (l,'DK�,IDK)
WRITE (5,500)

500 . FORHAT (' HOW MANY CHUNKS ? (1 CHUNK :: 32. SWEEF'S) , )
. ACCEPT *, IC
WRITE (5,501)

.501 FORMAT (' HOW MANY WORDS/LINE?')
ACCEPT *,IW
BUF(l)=IC
BUF(2)=!W

1 WRITE (S,510)
510 FORHAT(' READY.TO START - Trf'E 0 IF SO, -1 TO EXlr')

ACCE:F'T *, IR
IF (IR) 99,2,1"

C
C DECLARE SIGNIFICANT EVENT AND QUEUE BUF FOR SCAN
C
2 CALL SEND<B,BUF"IDS)

IF (IDS) 77,3,3
c·
C ACTIVATE SCAN
C
3

.

CALL REGUESCB.,IDS)
IFL=l
IF (IDS) 77,4,4

c
C ACTIVATE INTRUP
c

CALL RUN (A"l,l",IDS)
IFL=2
IF' (IIIS) 77',5,5

c
C ·SUSPENII
C
5 CALL SUSPNII
c
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Listing of CONTRL (c6�t.)

c
C RESUMED BY SCAN
C

IFL:;:3 .

C - .. _.- .... --- ...._- ._-- .. - - ...._" ..

C ABORT INTRUP
C

CALL ABORT (A,ItfS)
IFL=4
IF. (II'S) 77,6,6

c
C RECEIVE DATA FROM SCAN
C
6 CALL RECEIV (If, RBUF, , IDS)

I-FL=4
IF (I IIS ) 77 , 7 ; 7

c
C UNPACK SEND I NS 1AS.I< NAME AND OUTF'UT
C
7

530

CALL RSOASC(6,RBOF,IOUT)
WRITE (5,520) lOUT, (RBUF(K),K=3,15)
FORMAT(' RECEIVED FROM ',3A2,/,lX,1314)
WRITE: (5,530)
FORMATe' DO. YOU WISH TO SEE 1/0 STATUS CODES', 1 FOR YES')
ACCEF'r *, Ioe .

IF (lO.C • HE. 1) GO TO 99

520

c
F'Rl(2)=1024
PRL( 5) =RErUF (4')'
CALL GETADR (PRL(l),IOST)
CALL WTOIO(' 001000,1,2, , ISB, PRL, ItIS)
DO 100 1:;:1,64

100 WRITE (5,540) (IOST«I-l)*8+J),J=1,S)
540 FORMAT(' ',8(tS,3X»
c

GO TO 9.9
C
77
590 .

99

WRITE (S,590) IFL,IDS
FORMATe' STAGE ',13,' DIR ERROR IDS;:: ',15>
STOP
END

c
c********************************************************************
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C.2 Listing of INTRUP.

;*******************************************************
; INTRUP.MAC : P.K.ROBERTSON 1980
• INT·ERR-UPT. DETECT AMD SERVIC£ '

; BUILD WITH
.

TKB
, . --TKB> !NTRUP IF'R : 5� INTRUP
; TKB)/
; ENTER OPTIONS
; TKB>r<ESCOM=DCOM/RW.
f TKB)I/
;*******************************************************
;

'. TITLE INTRUP
• MCAU.. CINT$S, SETF$S, DECl$S "EX�T$S

..

,

INVEC: lSR
414

•

,

INTRUP: BIS t40,$rtCSR
CINT$S· tINVEC,t120000,tISR,tFIN,PR5

WAIT: WAIT,
BR WAIT

;
;
ISR: SETF$S t52.

DECL$S
RTS F'e

..

,

FIN: BIC t40,$DCSR
EXIT$.S

..

,

FLAGS: .. • BLKW· 4 •

..

,

• EN[I . INTRUF'
;*******************************************************
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C.3 Listing 0·£ SCAN

------

;********************************************************************
;

.

SCAN.MAC BUILD WITH P.K.ROBERT$ON 1980
; SCAN/F'R: O;;:SCAN , lOP
; I .

.

; . . - - -. - RESCOM-r.CQM/RW . . - -- . -.... -------

; R£'SCOM=SCOM/RW
; II
.

,

; SCAN INPUTS. DATA FROM IIR11-C,' WRITES TO DI$K OR TAPE
; INITIATED BY CONTRL.FTN

.

; OPERATES WITH INTRUP OR DIRECTLY USING REQUEST L.INE
; USES lOP. KAC, A SET OF 1/0 ROUTINE.S.

.

; ****-**********************.******************************************
• MACRO ARRAY,ADDR,SIZE,ROWS
MOV RO,-(SF')·
MOV fU , - (SP )
MOV R2,-(SP)
MOV .ADItR, RO
MDV .SIZE,R.l
MOV .ROWS,R2
JSR PC,PRTARR
MOV (SF')+,R2
MOV (SP>+,Rl
MOV (SP>+,RO
.ENDM ARRAY

.MACRO PRINT,BUFFER
MOV RO,-(SP)
MOV .BUFFER,RO
JSR PC, F'RTSUB
MOV (SP>+,RO
.ENDM PRINT

;****************************************************************

;

..

,

MESS1: .

MESS2:
M£SS3:

.TITLE

.ASCIZ

.ASCIZ
.• ASCIZ.
• EVEN
.F'SECT
• HCALL
• MCALL

SCAN
<lS><12>/STAGE ONEI
<lS>(12)/STAGE TWO/
<15><12>/STAGE THREE/

. ALUN$C,lHO$S,EXIT$S,MRKT$S,WTSE$S,lUOW$S .

RCVX$S,RSUM$C,SDAT$C
..

..

,

; INITIALIZE SHEET·
;
SCAN: ALUN$C 1. ,I1M,O ; LUN 1 = MHO

ALUN$C 4. , IlK, 2 ..

LUN 4 = DK2.,

RCVX$S CON,.RD.AT ; RECEIVE I1ATA FROM CONTRL
MOV .RI'AT,RO
AIID .4,RO
MOV

.

(RO)+,NUM .. * LINES ::= RDAT(3),

MOV (RO>+,WORDS
..

1= WORDS/LINE = RDAT(4),

MRKT.$S '3. ,.5. ,'2.
WTSE$S '3.
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COM1:

eMP
BNE
MOV
CMf'
BNE
MOV
MOV
MOV
PRINT
MOV
BIS
PRINT
BIC

COM2:

;

+O,NUM
COM1.
t.16. ,NUM
tlO,WORDS
CQM2 . - ... __ . ...,

.200. ,WORtIS
tIOST,R4

. +31177, $DOUT
MESSl
+1403·17,$[IOUT
t2, ..HICSR
MESS2
t12,$DCSR

; CHECK FOR ZERa LINES

; DEFAULT DF 16 LINES
; CHECK FOR 0 WORDS

; DEFAUl.. T OF 200. WORtIS/LINE
; R4 F'OINTS. to I/O STATUS BUFFE!'
; DRtlUTBUF' -> 00111111·,11111111

; tlROUTBUF -) 11000000,1i111111-
; INITIALISE LINE FIF

; INITIIALIZE: LINE

MOV
MOV

iNIT1: MOV
INIT2: MOV

. BtC

tD1,R3
t10, Rl
+O,FLA(3.
+BUF,RO •.

.t1,$DCSR

; R3 POINTS TO BUF·FER III
; SET DISK LOCATION POINTER

; RO POINTS TO INPUT BUFFER
; ENABLE STACK TRANSFER

;
SWP: MOV WORIIS, COUNT ; RESET WORD COUNT
;********************
; MODIF'ICATIO.N TO OPERATE [fIR-ECTL Y OR WITH INTRUF'.
;********************
; WTS£$·S . 52. ;. WAIT FOR INTERRUF'T
;********************

BIT +100000, $[fCSR ; IS SWEEP REGUEST B SET
BEQ· SWF'

;*******************
CLR $LKSR ; OI$ABLE LINE CLOCK INTERRUPT

.

BIS +2, $DCSR ; CLEAR SWEEF' REGUEST FIF
..

,

... COL.LECTION LOaF',
..

,

LOOF': CMf' tl,$SWRG
BEQ 7$·
BIT +200, $[ICSR
BEQ LOaF'
BIS +l,$[ICSR
MDV $IltN, (RQ>+
BIC +1, $IICSR
[IEC COUNT
BNE LOOp·

.

,

;
7$: MDV 1300, $LKSR

.

BIC 12, $-IICSR
INC FLAG

;

; ··CHECK SWITCH REG FOR 1
· IF so, EXIT .,
• IS REG A SET1·,

; NO
; YES, SET CSRO TO 1
.. GET DATA,

· CLEAR CSRO,

; ENOUGH WOfUtS ?
.. NO, INF'UT

.
NEXT,

; RE-ENABLE LINE CLOCK INTERRUP
j·RESET CSRl
; INCREMENT BUFFER FLAG



LINE:

FINt

;
EXIT:

;
;

•
,

;
;

;
COUNT:
FLAG:
NVM:
BUF:
IOST:
['1:
Cit
RnAT:
SIIAT:
CON:

Listing of SCAN (cori�.)
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MDV
MOV
MOV
SOB -

eMf'
£CNE
GlO'$
AD[i
ADD
MOV
JMP

- CMP
BHE
GIO$S
ADD
ADD

- MDV
DEC
BEG
JMP

PRINT
MRKT$S
WTSE.S
MOV
MDV
MDV
GIO$$
ARRAY
MRKT$.S
SnAT$C
A�RAY
MRKT.S
WTSE'S
RSUM$C
EXIT'S

+BUF,RO ; RESET RO

.WORI' 0
• WORt. 0
• WORt.

-

0
.BLKW 512 •

• BLKW 512.
• BLKW - 8192 •.

.BLKW 8192.

.BLKW .: 15.

.BLKW 13.
• RAII50 /CONTRL/
.END SCAN

;*********************************************************************

+512. ,R2-
(RO)+,(R3)+ ; LINE TO TEMP BUFFER

- R2,LINE ---- ---. - --- - ---

+16.,FLAG ; TEMP BUFFER FUL� 1
T32 ; NO, CHECK OTHER ONE
+IO.WLEt_+4.,tl."R4"<tDl,tl�384.,,,Rl)
t32 .. ,Rl - - - ,-- --_.; A['VANCE - IHSK POINTER
t4. ,R4 ; AI'VANCE I/O STATUS EtUF F'OINTEF
tCl,R3 ; R3 NOW -F'OINTS TO aUF cr
INIT2 ; RET.URN TO FtLL. Cl

t32. ,FLAG ; 1;S ci FUL.L. 1
- lNIT2 ; NO,- RETURN FOR MORE DATA
�tIO ..WLB"4. ,.1., ,R4, ,<.Cl,t16384.;, ,IU>
t32.,Rl ; AD�ANCE DISK POINTER
+4. , R4 ; AI.VANCE 110 STATUS BUF POINTEr
tDl,R3 ; R3 NOW POINTS TO BUFFER Dl
NUH ; ENOUGH LINES 1
EXIT ; YES, THEN EXIT
INIT1 ; Nth BACK FOR MORE

HESS3
t3. ,t2. ,.2
.3.
tSDAi, RO

-

-; AI)tIR-ESS OF SENI:' BUFFER
tl.,(RO)+ ; 1 -) SOAT(l)
(Rt), (RO>+ ; IOST ADDRESS ON DISK -> stIAT(�
tIO.WLB,.4.ftl."R4"<tIOST,tl024.,,,Rl>
S['AT, 13. ,s.
.3.,.5.,.2.
CON, SDAT , 52 •

.

; SENI' DATA TO CONTRL
105T,200.,8 •

.3.,.10.,+2 . ; DEBUGGING AIDS
-

.3.
CON ; RESUME CONTRL
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